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Enterprises in green energy and decarbonizing sectors are adopting more value-driven strat-
egies by engaging in the hyper-digital era. New business models are thereby emerging that offer 
new values for manufacturers and customers over partnership programs and transition to the 
service-driven solutions thanks to the technologies of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). A major 
growing sector that has a high capacity to gain from the new paradigm is green hydrogen produc-
tion. Manufacturers can aim at Servitization of the equipment operation and deliver the Equipment 
as a Service (EaaS) solution while the customer pays per use of the equipment outputs.  

Realization of EaaS has multi-discipline concerns among which the IT-OT convergence poses 
as the key enabler and is entitled more for diffusion in the industry. In this context, it is desired to 
study both ends of the alignment and the unification method that altogether should enable an 
EaaS scenario with remote Monitoring and Control (M&C) capability. To this end, one perception 
is that substantial part of the EaaS solution requires development of Equipment model that con-
stitutes the Equipment service context from design stage and creating a digital interface to the 
instantiated Equipment running at the shop floor for cloud-based Monitoring and Control (M&C) 
purposes.  

In this thesis, a typical EaaS solution is presented based on an abstract model of a green 
hydrogen production unit using the concepts of OPC UA framework and simulated control logics. 
Further, the interoperability between the contextualized Equipment and the cloud platform is stud-
ied considering the generic cloud user is unaware of the OPC UA implementation. To achieve the 
best connectivity solution between the Equipment in user’s premises and the manufacturer’s 
cloud service, the architectural and infrastructural requirements are discussed. An integration ap-
proach for M&C purpose of EaaS is presented leveraging a combined capability of Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) and IIoT architectures which results in a Data-driven and Event-driven infrastruc-
ture. The solution depicts an extent of various layers of functionalities in a three-tier building block 
scheme as Hardware-Connectivity-Application that realizes the M&C of an EaaS with desired 
digital interface. 

The proposed M&C solution for the EaaS scenario is implemented using concrete open-source 
technologies, selected programming languages and application development frameworks and re-
sulted in an end-to-end digital interface serving a generic web user for M&C of the Equipment. 
Furthermore, Justifications are given for the use of each concrete part of the total solution and 
practical observations. The results of the M&C are presented from both the simulated Equipment 
server display and the web user interface display and the correspondence between the two envi-
ronments shows the successful integration. In the end, the future work prospects are pointed out 
as to deploy more advanced technologies on the different layers of the proposed integration and 
develop scalable solutions such as setting up M&C of multi- EaaS use cases, development of 
criteria for many-to-many IIoT solutions and considering competitor technologies to OPC UA 
framework.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This section outlines the background, motivation, and the purpose of this thesis. It further 

describes the problem definition and justification of the work which led to the thesis plan-

ning, set up and execution. The chapter follows by clarification of the scope of work and 

ends by providing a brief introduction to the forthcoming sections in this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

Industry 4.0 is about creating high business values utilizing Information and Communi-

cation technologies. Digitization has been as a powerful engine for adopting the value 

driven strategies pursued by the enterprises [1]. As digitization grew rapidly over the last 

decade by deploying more cloud-based solutions, a hyper-digitization season started 

whereby Servitization and subscription-based businesses emerged to create more val-

ues for both manufacturers and customers. Notably, the partnership models are being 

introduced as elements of excellence [2].   

One of the fast-growing divisions that can benefit the new paradigm is the renewable 

energy sector and the joint efforts happening among the companies to set goals at de-

carbonization of the energy system. Within this domain, the Green Hydrogen Production 

technology is being highly regarded for producing hydrogen by utilizing green sourced 

electricity, steam, and other utilities. The produced green origin hydrogen is delivered as 

a source of power or chemical substance to various processing plant or industry sectors.  

The supply and demand sides of the Green Hydrogen business can gain the values 

offered by equipment servitization leading to Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS) model. To 

this end, equipment manufacturers and users enter a model of synergy that the data 

sources from the equipment on-premises are used for ingestion by the remote services 

managed by the manufacturer (OEM). 

The Green Hydrogen Production units are designed and manufactured by OEM and in-

stalled in the customer production plant to deliver the green hydrogen as per a partner-

ship program. The units are typically self-automated systems that will be integrated in 

the existing OT system in the plant hierarchical order.     

Nevertheless, to establish various remote EaaS services that may be set for R&D, 

maintenance, analytics, pay-per-use model and so forth, Monitoring and Control is an 
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indispensable requirement. Evidently, Industry 4.0 and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 

offer technologies and ecosystems that accredit EaaS by creating highly available and 

secure infrastructures for accessing the industrial plants via internet for remote monitor-

ing and control based on the data sources at customer site and cross domain integration.  

1.2 Motivation 

Migrating the IT resources and physical working infrastructures to the cloud computing 

platforms enabled service-based use of the resources. This development direction has 

been the driver of new ideas for servitization of industrial assets so that the customers 

focus on the equipment outputs while OEM focuses on equipment engineering, develop-

ment, maintenance, and managing remote services [3] [2]. 

For servitization of the Industrial Equipment, the OEM of the Equipment takes the initia-

tive for the EaaS plan [4] through request for developing a digital interface to the equip-

ment on the customer’s shop floor and achieving a ubiquitous access to its functionality 

without tampering the customer’s existing complex plant automation system. In this plan, 

the equipment service context must be realized from design phase till operation. Hence 

a type-based development of the Equipment model is beneficial to suit various types of 

Equipment and different EaaS scenarios.  

Besides what was discussed, Monitoring and Control (M&C) products and solutions have 

experienced a versatile growth during the past decade [5] and will remain to be a per-

manent part of every advanced digitization solution. In this regard, a high-level remote 

supervision and interaction with the Equipment is desired while it is integrated in the 

existing plant DCS by OT department. 

1.3 Problem Definition  

To achieve EaaS for Hydrogen Production units, a holistic approach is required to obtain 

an end-to-end solution from design of the Equipment context to the deployment of the 

resulted services in the cloud platform. The development path requires the collective 

knowledge of OT and IT to deliver the final product as a service. It normally includes a 

wide range of activities from definition of type-based Equipment modules and compo-

nents along with their relationships until accessing the instance of the servitized Equip-

ment via cloud platform.   

OPC UA provides a service-oriented architecture to access types, data points, methods 

and services associated with the Equipment functionality. However, the framework is 
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used for establishing the M2M architecture where each machine must be aware of the 

OPC UA communication stack to allow seamless integration.  

Although EaaS necessitates the Equipment data and functionality to be remotely acces-

sible via OPC UA abstract services for implementing the business logics, the OPC UA 

information structure is complex especially when there are many generic and concrete 

types of virtual entities. This is while, a generic user who is unaware of the OPC UA 

should access the Equipment services in an interactive way as part of EaaS plan. 

In line with seeking digital interface for the equipment, remote access through the auto-

mation functional hierarchy and passing through many intermediate systems and func-

tions such as DCS and SCADA is a risky task and does not align with the partnership 

policy. It is required to design a system of interoperable components to allow the flow of 

data and commands in an Event-driven and Data-driven fashion between the Equipment 

and the cloud hosted services. Yet in the design, considerations are required to avoid 

vendor lock-in, and deliver a distributed integration solution. 

1.4 Research Questions 

To address the actual problem as defined, a course of research within the theoretical 

background and methodologies are desired to achieve an integration solution architec-

ture based on the concrete technologies. On that account, the following research ques-

tions have been formulated for this thesis work: 

1) How to contextualize the industrial equipment with OPC UA framework to provide 

an abstraction for EaaS? 

2) How OPC UA capable equipment with complex data structure can interoperate 

with the cloud-based applications and services? 

3) How Data-driven and Event-driven integration can be achieved for end-to-end 

interface solution? 

4) What are the building blocks and concrete technologies of the Monitoring and 

Control solution?  

1.5 Objectives 

The thesis work sets the following objectives towards developing a Monitoring and Con-

trol solution for a typical EaaS scenario:  

1) Provide abstract Equipment services via OPC UA standard framework. 
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2) Achieve interoperability between OPC UA services, Cloud Computing services 

and web services. 

3) Cloud-Enabling a generic Hydrogen Production unit at the shop floor by building 

an infrastructure for digital interface. 

4) Develop an interactive web User Interface between the remote user and Equip-

ment for Monitoring and Control.  

1.6 Scope and Limitations 

To prepare this thesis work, a few considerations in the research and empirical work has 

been listed that clarifies the scope and limitations:  

- The thesis work is essentially for demonstration purpose based on an abstract 

model of an industrial Equipment. There is no actual physical world Equipment 

or entity involved in the study.    

- Due to the hardware-free approach, the controller layer of the Equipment is sim-

ulated via codes and integrated in an OPC UA server application.  

- The IIoT approach in the thesis implements only connectivity for one Equipment 

to the cloud. This is for the demonstration purpose which aims at showing how 

one EaaS solution can be implemented. Therefore, unlike potential commercial-

ized use cases, there is no geographically distributed multiple Equipment scenar-

ios. 

- Security is not stressed or addressed in the solution. However, the applications 

may have the built-in security features that can be activated and used when 

needed. In this regard, user interface and authentication were also not included 

as the focus was only on the functionality of the integration approach. In real 

world scenarios, access to the Equipment follows more complex procedures to 

allow M&C remotely while the equipment already integrated in the existing pro-

duction system.  

- The solution architecture focuses on the integration infrastructure for the round-

trip data transfer between shop floor and the generic web user interface which is 

unaware of the Equipment internal logics and information structure.  

- The thesis excludes the study of the communication performance, latency in data 

transfer, real time constraints as well as cloud data processing for analytic or 

relevant use cases. 
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- It should be noted that, as a disclaimer, the created Equipment scenario is based 

on an abstract form of a typical green hydrogen production unit that should not 

be referred or meant to any specific production site or an OEM work. The author 

is not liable for any probable similarity of demonstrated machine types and oper-

ational logics with the commercial products.  

1.7 Thesis Outlines 

This thesis is organized in five chapters. After Introduction, in chapter 2, the theoretical 

background and state of the art is reviewed around the key topics of OPC UA, Industrial 

IoT, EaaS, Cloud computing and related integration concepts and works. The review 

helps screening some early answers to the research questions in mind and to find a 

basis for the design of the integration solution. In chapter 3, the design requirements are 

enumerated, and the substantial layers of the integration solution are ascribed. The con-

sequent approach will then be implemented via several application development frame-

works in chapter 4 with concrete technologies and executed as interoperating compo-

nents with presenting the results. The thesis ends with chapter 5 where conclusions on 

the delivered monitoring and control solution are discussed and further development po-

tentials along with future works’ prospects are pointed out.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter is given an overview of the theoretical topics, review of the state of the 

arts and backgrounds relevant to the research questions, basis for the methodologies 

and implementation of the thesis. 

2.1 Industry 4.0 

According to Plattform Industrie 4.0 1 which was originated from the German-based fu-

ture of industry, “Industrie 4.0 refers to the intelligent networking of machines and pro-

cesses for industry with the help of information and communication technology”.  

Industry 4.0 is a concept related to the fourth industrial revolution which aims at enabling 

the industry and the world to proactively transform the achievements of the previous 

industrial revolutions into a new revision. It uses new technologies for merging opera-

tional, information and communication technologies to ultimately realize the value crea-

tion networking of smart machines, products and systems, across different industrial sec-

tors [6] [7]. As a multi-viewpoint platform, Industry 4.0 applies to a wide range of appli-

cations driven by ICT that unifies the design and implementation of automation and data 

exchange in manufacturing business. It leads to performance improvement from strategy 

level to process level through the digital transformation as an industry agnostic driver [6].  

It must be noted that major intrinsic concepts of Industry 4.0 are envisioned for smart 

manufacturing and operation efficiency which is a tremendous scope of research and 

development and is beyond the discussions of this thesis work. However, underlying 

design principles and enabling technologies are interested area to depict an outline for 

the purpose of the research in this thesis.     

The Industry 4.0 components like machines, products, systems are called Cyber Physi-

cal Systems (CPS) which rely on embedded systems technology to interlink the abstrac-

tion of physical process dynamics with the abstraction related to transforming data. The 

embedded systems monitor and control the physical processes and the process, in turn, 

affects the computations [8]. The vision of Industry 4.0 is using internet for coordination 

and networking of the CPS to establish systems of Machine-to-Machine communication 

and Human-Machine interactions [7] although CPS did not originally depend on the in-

 
1 https://www.plattform-i40.de/PI40/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html 
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ternet protocols and standards. This view is in the direction of enhancing the collabora-

tion of cyber physical systems to act as System of Systems (SoS) model [9]. In SoS point 

of view, the CPS provides an infrastructure to access the components flexibly from prod-

uct level to the connected world.  

2.1.1 Integration and Interoperability 

There are certain characteristics for Industry 4.0 which are related to the key concept of 

‘Integration’. The Integration is defined in three dimensions as vertical, horizontal and 

product life cycle. The vertical integration is about networking of cyber physical manu-

facturing and business systems within the organization. Horizontal integration is on the 

other hand regarding the value creation between business partners and customers in 

line with the product life cycle. The horizontal integration thus enables new business 

models across organizations and is towards a global networking. The third dimension 

explains how end-to-end engineering of the whole value chain supports the product de-

velopment via digital integration of the supportive technologies. [6] [7] 

The mentioned integration concepts of Industry 4.0 is well pictured by RAMI 4.0 model  

which describes a structured and service-oriented interoperability architecture for all 

stakeholders to achieve distributed Industry 4.0 system solutions [1]. The key concept in 

RAMI 4.0 model is ‘Asset’ which could be anything of value including products, physical 

entities, or virtual entities that is characterized via three dimensions as life cycle, hierar-

chy, and services. As far as relevant to this thesis work, asset depicts an Industrial Equip-

ment at the production floor that exposes its data and capability to the business pro-

cesses in a smart and digital manner.  

The asset hierarchy is the identifier of the asset from the factory floor towards the con-

nected world in a flexible network of CPS. The life cycle identifier is about the asset 

development cycle from the first design idea as types and modelled solutions to the real 

instance of that in production up until its end of life. The asset interoperability over mul-

tilayers is the Vertical axis that integrates the assets services in the business process.  

Figure 1 is an example of RAMI 4.0 implementation for the asset service integration with 

the business processes. The physical world components and their services are repre-

sented digitally as the source of data and events along with the asset control actions in 

the integration layer, which is basically a virtual entity service. The communication layer 

bridges the asset service and data to the information layer where services and data are 

described for the use of the asset business logic. The communication layer also transfers 

the commands down to the integration layer to update the asset digital entity. [10] 
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Figure 1.  A typical implementation of the RAMI 4.0 model as an integration ser-
vice for assets [11]. 

To concentrate on the scope of the thesis work regarding the RAMI 4.0 model, a stream-

lined representation of the model about the Asset is given in Figure 2. Asset is regarded 

as the Thing that is being Monitored and Controlled i.e., the industrial equipment. The 

Equipment service (role) is related to the questions that what is the asset supposed to 

do (Equipment functions), what data the Equipment must provide, how to access Equip-

ment data and what parts of the asset is digitally available in the network.  The other two 

dimensions will be supporting the asset services. The life cycle enables definition of the 

Equipment based on types and instance. The hierarchy is the engineering method to 

access the Equipment flexibly within the organization or via networks crossing the com-

pany boundary.  

  

Figure 2.   Asset integration dimensions based on RAMI 4.0 model.      
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The integration of the Industrial Equipment (asset) in the business process is viewed 

from two sides. First, the equipment is introduced with its service that is digitized for the 

access by business level. From the other side, a global access to the equipment func-

tionality is required when it is in operation. This global access is subject to the new hier-

archy integration reference to RAMI 4.0. Hence, it is worthwhile to understand how both 

views are supported by review of the design principles and enabling technologies. 

2.1.2 Enabling Technologies 

Industry 4.0 requires technology trends as instrumental elements [6] among which a few 

such as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Cloud technology are of interest in this 

work.  

The IIoT is known as special version of the CPS. It provides a bottom-up vision that 

ultimately expands beyond the basic communication and provide Cloud representation 

of the physical world with additional information such as location, status, and business-

related data. Cloud technology is the domain that leverages the cloud computing meth-

ods leading to the demand-based cloud manufacturing [9]. This approach enables Data- 

driven decision making in manufacturing [7], however, in this thesis work these topics 

are addressed not for manufacturing scenarios but for the global accessibility to the In-

dustrial Equipment services and instructing the Equipment to follow a certain scenario. 

Simulation is another technology in Industry 4.0 that is result of virtualization to create 

digital twin of the physical process. The main target of simulation is for optimization of 

production, and product quality as well as facilitating the tests and design evaluation [6]. 

2.1.3 Design Principles 

There are design principles for production processes in Industry 4.0 that can be used for 

different use cases including Industrial Equipment service creation, integration, and 

global access. Interoperability is a principle seen as the capability of the components to 

communicate and operate via IIoT [6]. The physical processes are monitored via linking 

the sensor data to the virtual or simulated models, highlighting the Virtualization principle, 

enabling the OT engineers manipulate and test changes without affecting the physical 

virtualized processes [6]. 

Service orientation is a principle that is achieved via IIoT to deliver services to be con-

sumed by other components, yet the IIoT enables Internet of Services (IoS) in the context 

of Industry 4.0. Modularity is another principle that enables flexibility and agility when 

changes are required with minimum influence on the existing facilities. Decentralization 
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is a principle that supports CPS approach. The real time capability is regarding the next 

principle that data acquisition and monitoring the process is undertaken in real time. [6]      

Table 1 summarizes the relations between the design principles and the selected tech-

nologies that are considered from Industry 4.0 relevant to the work in this thesis. The 

IIoT and Cloud technology will be elaborated in the next upcoming sections. The digital 

integration of the selected technologies in the Table 1 supports to meet the design prin-

ciples. The real time principle will not be a strict requirement based on the justifications 

given in the future chapters.  

In chapter 2.3.2, the relation between the RAMI 4.0 architecture with Industrial 

Internet is shown as a synergy which supports cross industry integration. 

Table 1.  Relation of selected Technologies with design principles, adapted from [7]. 
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Simulation 
 ●  ●   

Communication and Networking 
(IIoT, II) 

●  ● ●  ● 

Cloud Technologies 
   ● ● ● 

2.2 Cloud Computing 

The most common definition for the cloud computing by researchers is usually made 

based on NIST definition [12] , “cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computer resources”.  

Cloud computing has become a major player in the IIoT and industry 4.0 ecosystems. 

Automation applications are progressively being enhanced to exert distributed services. 
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In fact, cloud computing is the main element in globalizing the manufacturing resources, 

business services and the essential part of the IT-OT convergence scheme.  

It is noteworthy that there is certainly permanent operation in the factories over the fac-

tory networks independent from the cloud, however at some point there is a need for 

cloud connectivity to feed the remote cloud-based applications such as remote HMI, 

ERP, Data Analytics, Historian etc. 

As inferred from the Table 1 in the section 2.1, Cloud technology contributes to the inte-

grated business processes. It also is an important enabler for service orientation to the 

consuming applications and users distributed globally. The Agility behind deployment of 

the cloud technology allows to focus on the business objectives by outsourcing various 

computing resources and using service models. 

2.2.1 Cloud Services 

Cloud computing services are in various models which are Software as a Service (SaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The SaaS refers to 

the use of ready applications in the cloud that are not intended for further development 

but are available for consumers as-is in their specific business-related tasks. The PaaS 

provides the tools and resources such as IDE and SDK for development and deployment 

of cloud hosted software. Nevertheless, consumers of IaaS who are mostly IT adminis-

trators and managers, have access to the fundamental and virtual computing resources 

and infrastructures to deploy and run own applications stack. [12] 

With PaaS, the cloud will be used as a service platform, enhancing modularity for soft-

ware and common interfaces to create extensible system architecture. This is the service 

category from the cloud platform that gives more freedom for a developer to code and 

build the applications, web services and APIs that are easily deployed in the cloud with-

out concerning special runtime environments, operating systems, servers’ infrastruc-

tures, various configurations etc that is usually required when choosing IaaS. In the SaaS 

category, often a cloud software functionality is accessed via its library in the PaaS ap-

plication or sending request to the service URL from the application under the develop-

ment. Examples of these cases can be Database as a Service (DBaaS) or message 

broker as a service (BaaS). 

2.2.2 Service Deployment Models 

According to NIST, the cloud services are deployed in various models. A Public Cloud is 

located at the providers premise and is publicly available through the general network. 

The opposite side of the public cloud is the Private Cloud which is for exclusive use of 
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one organization. A Community Cloud is like the private cloud but is used for a commu-

nity that may include several organizations. A composition of the three deployment types 

makes the Hybrid Cloud model. [12] 

A complementary deployment to the Hybrid Cloud is Multi-Cloud as a strategy utilizing 

and combining cloud services from multiple public cloud providers. It is usually used for 

virtual data storage or computing power regardless of private cloud and on-premises 

infrastructure. It also provides more flexibility to choose cloud services and reduces de-

pendencies on one cloud vendor. In other words, using multiple cloud computing and 

storage services in a single heterogenous architecture. A multi-Cloud may host the three 

type of the cloud services IaaS, PaaS and SaaS as discussed above. 

2.2.3 Equipment-as-a-Service 

Advances in cloud computing and eliminating the connectivity gaps that existed in the 

past, has fostered the idea of service-driven or servitized business model. This new form 

of business has received attention in several business related literature recently [3] de-

picting that companies set their transformation strategies such as decarbonization to 

contribute in the value chain by leveraging the subscription-based business over digital 

platforms. 

The subscription-based business is in line with the overall ‘hardware as a Service’ con-

cept that applies for multiple industries. An interesting segment of this general concept 

pertains to servitization of equipment or Equipment-as-a-Service (EaaS) [4]. Hence, in 

connection with the cloud computing, it is inferred that cloud-based services can be 

added to the equipment entity or the whole equipment can be delivered as a cloud ser-

vice. 

In line with the servitized model and considering industrial equipment, the OEMs and 

users can be the most beneficiaries of Equipment as a service (EaaS) or Machine as a 

service (MaaS) business model by several value propositions for OEMs and promising 

operational excellence plans for the operators. EaaS is a journey from ‘speeds and feeds 

to outputs and needs’ empowered by IIoT connectivity [2].  

Creating EaaS is aiming at cloud connected services via OEM initiative, in collaboration 

with the IoT technology vendor and finance partner [4] as shown in the Figure 3. On the 

other hand, the equipment user pays per usage of the services associated with the equip-

ment. This arrangement streamlines the business operations remotely which causes fi-

nancial benefits [13]. 
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Figure 3.  Process of creating EaaS [4]. 

Since EaaS is a transformation phenomenon which should be embraced by several 

stakeholders, there are business analysis, cultural diffusion, and technical requirements 

to meet before reaching to its definitive benefits. However, as related to this thesis, the 

technical aspects of the transition phases to EaaS model are summarized in the Table 2 

mapping to the IIoT and Industry 4.0 technologies.  

The phasing idea behind the Table 2 is originated from Industrial Machinery Normaliza-

tion Process Model (IMNP) proposed by Gilart-Iglesias et.al [14] that enables the manu-

facturing level devices to become as service containers that can execute the business 

logics. In this regard, the equipment functionality will be available in the ’Service Normal-

ization’ phase for the other parts of the enterprise.  

Table 2.  Three phases of Normalization for transition to EaaS business model.  

Phase Main Purpose Industry 4.0 technologies 

Physical Normalization Production equipment to have 
computation and communica-
tion capabilities 

Embedded OPC UA device 

Middleware Normalization Production equipment acting 
as a software entity (service 
container), interoperable with 
Middleware software, exposing 
capabilities to the next level 

Edge computing 

Service Normalization EaaS functionality: 

Production services (equip-
ment specific issue) 

Management Services (proac-
tive and reactive parameters)  

Utility Services (via API) 

Cloud computing platforms 
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An important segment in the cloud connected services is the development of the analyt-

ics and creating actionable outputs from insights that are created by data collection from 

the shop floor. In this thesis however, the analytics use cases are not addressed but the 

infrastructural aspects to realize monitoring and control (M&C) of the equipment will be 

discussed. This is since in many EaaS use cases, an R&D section of the OEM should 

use the created services for tests and maintenance purposes whereas in other occa-

sions, the EaaS is in the direct command of the end users. 

2.3 Industrial Internet of Things 

The key message of the Industry 4.0 is ‘Integration’ whereby the industrial value chain is 

steered. The added values empowered by the Industry 4.0 can be extended to more 

cross-domain integration approaches where Industrial Internet (II) or Industrial Internet 

of Things (IIoT) is conceptualized, implying a broader connectivity and integration be-

tween many decentralized industrial and business systems outside a unique manufac-

turing system. 

2.3.1 IIoT as an Integration Paradigm 

For decades, many industrial applications such as remote monitoring and control were 

implemented based on Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication which were more 

centralized on devices, connectivity, and application-specific solutions for certain prob-

lems [15]. With advances in ICT, the basic M2M solutions are being extended to deploy 

application-independent devices along with service and Data-driven approaches called 

Internet of Things (IoT) that are scoped from a certain industrial domain to the entire 

value chain [15].  

The IoT is an infrastructure aiming at globally connecting any smart objects. On this 

basis, it enables generic users including human or software from digital world interact 

with physical world objects remotely [15].  

The goal of IIoT is to apply IoT basis in the industrial context for the Monitoring and 

Controlling (M&C) of the production systems. To the best knowledge of the author, the 

major motivators of an IIoT-based integration solution is presented in Figure 4. In the 

presented idea, Equipment represents a subset (functions of interest) or the whole func-

tionality of the industrial equipment that can be commonly accessible digitally by IT and 

OT via a common platform. Albeit, since the focus is on the functional and implementa-

tion aspects of the integration solution, discussions related to the roles and responsibility 

as well as access and security are not addressed in this thesis work.  
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The two disciplines IT and OT concentrate on their core duties by placing more and more 

of their infrastructure and maintenance work in the cloud in line with promoting the ser-

vice-driven solutions. Furthermore, service-driven industrial solutions are based on 

highly distributed heterogeneous applications that access to data and event resources 

remotely. Hence, IIoT should be an ecosystem of individual, independent, and decoupled 

entities widespread over the internet which will be deployed in a certain architecture to 

answer an industrial requirement.  

 

Figure 4. Idea of the motivators for IIoT-based integration. 

IT-OT interoperability ultimately implies on direct communication of IT software and OT 

hardware. The ecosystem of IIoT is therefore expected to leverage technologies and 

best practices to provide integration solutions based on various devices and communi-

cation protocols for telemetry (sensor data) and control (function or method call).  

2.3.2 IIoT Reference Models and Architectures 

As introduced in the section 2.3.1, IoT is an infrastructure aiming at globally connecting 

any smart objects. However, this short description of IoT in general has many abstract 

concepts including the domain and the intercommunication mechanisms that should be 

described further.  

Moreover, in the journey from M2M to IoT, Device has been the focal point of reuse 

possibility in a wide area of applications. This central role in IoT emphasizes how Devices 

should handle the desired connectivity in several levels or how powerful they should be 
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for computing and data processing purposes. These considerations however differ be-

tween generic IoT and IIoT. In the following paragraphs, a transition from generic IoT to 

Industrial IoT is discussed to conclude the desired integration scheme. 

According to the Internet of Things-Architecture (IoT-A), established by Bauer et al. [16], 

the area of interest in IoT is modeled using the key concepts of Device, Resource, Ser-

vice, and Virtual Entity which form the structure of the IoT applications and results in 

concrete IoT architectures. The Virtual Entity (VE) is a representation of a Physical Enti-

ties (PE) in the digital world. Each PE can have different VE as digital representation per 

application domain which are identified uniquely. In the IoT domain, a user is a human 

or a digital artefact that requires to interact with the PE via the interfaces that are provided 

by the conceptual Device. Therefore, a concept of Augmented Entity (AE) is also intro-

duced as a composition of one VE and its associated PE which constitutes ‘Things’ in 

the IoT system. [16]  

Figure 5 illustrates a layout of the IoT-A sub-models that constitute the scope of the IoT 

design space [16]. Only a subset of the represented elements will be discussed and 

implemented in this thesis work while the elements in dashed lines are excluded. 

 

 

Figure 5.  The scope of a generic IoT design space, perception from [16]. 

As depicted in the Figure 5, the Information and Communication sub-models deliver the 

representation of the concepts built within the IoT Domain model to the IoT Functional 

model. Within IoT Functional model scope, the IoT Services run interface functionalities 

to access the heterogenous resources within the IoT scope and with external systems 

such as enterprise applications. There are two other IoT Services, one at the Resource 

level which exposes the device functionality and the other one at the VE information level 
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to read or update attributes. A composition of the two services can provide an Integrated 

Service. [16] 

According to the International Telecommunication Union2 recommendation series ITU-T 

Y.4460 [17] , generic IoT devices must have the underlying mandatory communication 

capabilities but their data acquisition, storing and processing over interaction with the 

real world sensors and actuators can be optional. Boyes et al. [18], however, identify the 

devices in the industrial context of IoT (IIoT) by six attributes as ‘industry sector, device 

location, connectivity, device characteristics, device technology and user type’, and have 

an extended view based on different technologies and purposes. 

Moving beyond the realm of generic IoT design space, towards industrial context, the 

Industrial Internet reference architecture (IIRA) from Industrial Internet Consortium3 (IIC) 

represents an architecture for IIoT which is based on four viewpoints: Business, Usage, 

Functional, Implementation [19], each of which addresses a concern for designing the 

IIoT systems. Among the different views, the Functional Domains, as represented in the 

Figure 6, are exposed to the Data flows and Control flows. The Control Domain, also 

known as OT in industry, executes the control loops by reading sensor data, consume 

the data for solving the logics and apply the control outputs via actuators to the physical 

system.   

 

Figure 6.  Functional Domains (permission from OMG) [19], with additional notes. 

 

 
2 https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/Pages/default.aspx 
3 https://www.iiconsortium.org/ 
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Considering the Functional viewpoint, IIoT aims at setting up connectivity with the Control 

domain to collect data and provide feedback without affecting the existing implementa-

tion of the control system [19]. 

Within the Control domain, several functionalities are stacked as depicted in the Figure 

7. The physical entity is interacted via Sensing and Actuation functionalities and can 

connect with the entities located at the edge via Communication mechanisms including 

bus, network or via service APIs. The Entity Abstraction is a context of I/O data, control-

lers, systems, their relationships, and semantics. Modelling is a step where collected 

data from the controlled system is massaged, normalized, and prepared for use by ana-

lytics or other users. The Executor solves the control logics according to the policies 

which are programmed or configured locally or from a higher level, and the results are 

applied to the controlled or peer system as a sequence of actions. [19]         

 

Figure 7.  Functional Decomposition of Control Domain (permission from OMG) 
[19]. 

The Control Domain is managed and operated by the Operations Domain through func-

tionalities of the Asset Management. Information Domain deals with the data processing 

to support decision making in a wider system scope unlike Control Domain which applies 

the data processing directly on the physical system. Application Domain consists of soft-

ware components that implement the application logic to deliver specific business func-

tions. It includes API and User Interface functionalities for external applications or human 

user consumption. [19] 

From architectural perspective, both IIC and RAMI 4.0 were created with the same ob-

jective of converging the physical and digital worlds which is known in industry as IT-OT 
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convergence. Therefore an architectural alignment happened between the two reference 

system so that the manufacturing value chain from RAMI 4.0 and IIoT across industries 

from IIC, will provide a synergy that once implemented, a concrete system architecture 

will be achieved to implement [10]. Figure 8 shows the functional mappings between the 

two architectures. An interesting conclusion by comparing the two architectures is that 

Asset in IIRA is anything like industrial equipment that is being monitored and controlled 

whereas in RAMI 4.0, Asset is anything including or beyond the industrial equipment that 

contributes to the value in the business processes. The IIRA functional domains (mainly 

Control, Information and Application functionalities) support cross industry integration 

with the asset service integration of the RAMI 4.0. Therefore, an engineered asset 

(Equipment) in RAMI 4.0 can be a ready asset in IIRA to be monitored and controlled via 

implementation aspects (technologies providing telemetry data and remote commands 

handling) provide.  

The synergy model implies that the development of Equipment manufacturing process 

by OEM based on RAMI 4.0 principles potentially enables the Equipment for being sub-

ject to the partnership with the users from different industries who target at using the 

Equipment as a service.   

 

 

Figure 8.  IIRA and RAMI 4.0 Functional Mapping (permission from OMG) [10].  

 

In the RAMI 4.0 model, M2M integration architecture is widely used since it is mostly 

discussing the integration of value creation network for a single manufacturing business 

in an industrial sector. However, IIRA shows integration of everything based on Industrial 

Internet and IIoT with monitoring and control capability.  
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To obtain a clear picture for concrete integration architecture, a comparison between 

M2M and IoT is given in Table 3. The IoT approach supports cross domain interopera-

bility, collaboration scenarios for sharing information and services, horizontal integration 

between organizations [15].    

 

Table 3.  Main differences between M2M and IoT [15]. 

Characteristic M2M IoT 

Applications 
and Services 

• Single Application- 

Single Device 

• Communication and device 
centric 

• Asset management driven 

 

• Multiple Application-Multi-
ple Devices 

• Information and service 
centric 

• Data and information driven 

Business 
• Established value chain 

• System Integration enabled 

• In-house deployment 

• Emerging ecosystems 

• Web and as-a-Service ena-
bled 

• Cloud deployment 

Technology 
• Vertical system solution ap-

proach 

• De facto and proprietary 

• Specific closed data formats 
and service descriptions 

• SOA enterprise integration 

• Horizontal enabler ap-
proach 

• Standards and open source 

• Open APIs and data speci-
fications 

• Open API and web devel-
opment 

 

Based on the discussions thus far, a high-level simplified building block scheme for the 

seamless integration by IT-OT convergence is shown in Figure 9. The inherent modular 

development concept facilitates the development process via separation of concerns re-

lated to the functional requirements of the integration. Inside each block, the concrete 

technologies will be implemented to reach interoperability from shop floor to the cloud 

platform and application level. Cross-cutting concerns such as user access and securi-

ties are not as mainstream topics of this thesis work.  

The role of the Cloud Platform is essential as it enables to access the resources in the 

hardware block as a service to the users via the developed Applications, hence Cloud 
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enabling the OT services. The connectivity (communication and networking) is discussed 

in the following section. 

 

Figure 9.  IIoT building blocks, different modules with seamless integration, 
adapted from [20]. 

 

2.3.3 IIoT as new Industrial Connectivity 

The EaaS requires an integration solution between a cloud platform and the user’s pro-

duction automation system, which typically applies ISA95 functional hierarchy (automa-

tion pyramid). The traditional ISA95 levels of functionalities are connected through dis-

tinct timeframes so that the information flow slows down from seconds at the production 

floor to days at the ERP level. This implies that M&C connectivity must be realized at the 

lower level i.e. PLC/DCS. 

It is also notable that directly connecting more complex real world scenarios with the 

business tier, requires Service Oriented and Event-Driven architecture for DCS/SCADA 

[21] which eventually converts the automation pyramid to smart interoperating physical 

and virtual nodes across different layers. This topic is towards smart manufacturing and 

is beyond the scope of discussions in this work. 

Industrial IoT solutions are deemed to co-live with the existing and legacy OT systems 

including various data sources distributed among DCS, SCADA, PLC, various transfer 

protocols, and data sets. While the real-world objects in the industrial settings are com-

plex with sparse types, the IIoT solutions must support flexibility and modular structure 

to advocate the OT reprogramming and reconfiguration [22]. This requirement drives the 

idea of creating IIoT structures as Data-driven and Event-driven architecture and imple-

menting to the OT system without affecting the existing set up.  
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In the new form of industrial automation architecture, a new Edge-Cloud connectivity is 

being formed. Figure 10 illustrates how the new industrial connectivity architecture ena-

bles to directly access the shop floor level functionality from the cloud platforms. Infor-

mation about Edge is given in section 2.3.6.  

 

Figure 10.  New Edge-Cloud connectivity bypassing the traditional stacks, adapted 
from [20]. 

Figure 10, also reveals that cloud enabling the Industrial Equipment for EaaS purpose is 

well fulfilled at the level below the common SCADA system to bypass common draw-

backs of the SCADA systems, compared to PLC /DCS, such as needs for frequent re-

booting, multitasks execution overloading, excess efforts for developing connectors 

through their API or SDK and compatibility issues of the connectors [22].    

2.3.4 Communication Patterns in IIoT 

There are two main known communication patterns in general IoT ecosystem that are 

being considered and implemented in Industrial IoT correspondingly; the Request/Re-

sponse and Publish/Subscribe communication models that are briefly explained in this 

section.  

Request/Response. 

In the Request-Response pattern, the data source is polled and asked for data and a 

response [23]. For instance, invoking and making a request to set a value or querying a 

historian is a realization of the Client-Server Request/Response pattern. The client com-

municates directly with an endpoint. This pattern utilizes synchronous communication 

which suits one-to-one based protocols like HTTP. In this type of communication, sender 

must wait for the response.  

Using API commonly in Request/Response model, must principally describe how the 

client application can request the desired operation to execute (method information) and 

which data the service provider to operate on (scoping information). In the case of REST 
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[24], the method information should be expressed in the HTTP verb and scoping infor-

mation should go in the URI. 

HTTP or HTTPS are not generally considered as IoT protocols, but they are used with 

REST API for data transmission over the web via internet. A special IoT protocol that 

works based on REST API is CoAP4 which is used for constrained nodes and networks 

and is designed for machine-to-machine (M2M) applications such as smart energy and 

building automation. 

Publish / Subscribe. 

Publish/Subscribe (Pub/Sub) is a communication pattern to support the growing Event-

based mass submission of the information on WAN using subscription and information 

routing mechanisms. The communicating nodes are either Publishers that submit infor-

mation to the distributed system or Subscribers that receive only the information of their 

interest [25].  

The Publish/Subscribe pattern is an alternative to the Client-Server architecture [26]. It 

fits with the Event-driven and exception driven applications where for instance many us-

ers (software components) are interested to be informed of the latest value of a sensor, 

each one does not need to read the value from the data source. This is useful as a high 

volume of requests in a short few second’s duration is not efficient for resource constraint 

devices that are common in generic IoT ecosystems. 

The Pub/Sub pattern has three main characteristics that brings more attentions to imple-

ment in IIoT based integration solutions that supports many-to-many communication par-

adigm, hence is considered as an enabling factor for scalability: 

• Decoupling in space (Anonymity): communicating entities keep unaware of 

each other. 

• Decoupling in time: communication entities do not need to run at the same time. 

• Decoupling in data flow: interactions between entities do not need to be inter-

rupted (non-blocking or asynchronous communication) [25] [26] 

The above decoupling dimensions implies that the connection must be handled via a 

third component which is the Message Broker acting in the middle between publishers 

and subscribers. Broker supports highly parallelized operation and Event-driven mes-

sage processing [26]. 

 
4 https://coap.technology/ 
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Event-driven operation indicates that the subscriber application does not need to de-

mand for the new data whereas it acts as a passive or reactive entity while the publisher 

is actively submitting the messages based on event (change in data or state of the pub-

lisher entity). This pattern tends to fit well for seeking more real-time data (not hard real-

time) and when interest is in the latest values for Telemetry or need for subscribing to 

some pattern of events or alarms.  

MQTT. 

MQTT5 (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) is an open OASIS and ISO stand-

ard (ISO/IEC 20922) publish-subscribe network protocol for transporting messages be-

tween resource-constrained devices. The light-weighted protocol is ideal for connecting 

remote devices with “small code footprint” and minimal network bandwidth to distribute 

telemetry information. The specification is managed by the OASIS MQTT Technical 

Committee.  

Today, MQTT is one of the most important communication protocols for the Industrial 

IoT. As a de-facto IoT connectivity standard, the MQTT is seen in a wide variety of in-

dustries where messages are pushed to the clients in an Event-driven architecture. Un-

like HTTP Request-Response paradigm, using MQTT allows highly scalable solutions 

without dependencies between data producers and data consumers. MQTT is based on 

TCP/IP. Messages are wrapped inside TCP packets. The MQTT broker is a software 

running on a machine on-premises or in the Cloud. 

The broker also known as ‘Mediator’, is an entity that registers subscribers, receives, 

and filters events based on their class definition (Topic or Payload) and routs them to the 

interested subscribers. The mediator implementation can be on a centralized server or 

distributed servers [27]. Figure 11 illustrates the Publish/Subscribe communication pat-

tern with the role of the broker (mediator). 

 
5 https://mqtt.org/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization_for_the_Advancement_of_Structured_Information_Standards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization
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Figure 11.  Publish/Subscribe pattern [27] 

2.3.5 Application behavior in IIoT 

Based on the differences between the two communication patterns, a conclusion regard-

ing the difference between IIoT and SCADA can be achieved.  

Postol [23], the owner of Object Oriented Internet6, describes how IIoT in general is dif-

ferentiated from DCS/SCADA systems. The two main paradigms that define the method 

of integration of information and communication are data acquisition pattern and appli-

cation behaviour, summarized in Table 4.  

Table 4.  SCADA vs IIoT comparison, based on [23].  

Feature SCADA, DCS IoT 

Application Behaviour model Interactive Reactive 

Data Acquisition Pattern Synchronous 

Data polling (Pull) 

Process device depend-
ent 

Asynchronous 

Data subscription (Push) 

Distribution channel dependent 

Additional Resource Not required Required for Multicasting (Mid-
dleware-Broker) 

 

Data polling refers to the synchronous data acquisition pattern in which the application 

actively retrieves the information by sending request messages (invocation mechanism) 

to the data source in an observed and controlled manner. On the other hand, is the 

Asynchronous data acquisition pattern or data pushing in which the application is passive 

 
6 https://commsvr.gitbook.io/ooi/ 
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but only reacts to the information updates coming from the data source based on a sub-

scription to the data stream [23] [28].  

Event, as a detectable state transition, is specific form of message. ‘Call-back’ and ‘Han-

dler’ often imply on the implementation of reactions to events. In the reactive applications 

and asynchronous communications, the events are either of ‘Topic’ or ‘Content’. The 

former is event notification as typed objects whereas the latter is the event notification 

as data structure [27]. 

2.3.6 Industrial IoT Edge Computing 

From location and network point of view, Edge is the boundary between the industrial 

world and the IoT world. Edge is the place that action happens and based on the con-

nectivity discussions in this document, it should be on-premises.  

In this context, Edge device has a core component called Edge Gateway (or IoT Gate-

way) which can be present with diverse functionalities based on its computation power 

and intelligence. Edge Gateway is a device or software capable of local processing and 

control functions of the field devices and can pre-process the field device telemetry data 

for instance, sensor readings and caching, filtering, concentration, aggregation before 

transmitting to the backend servers [29].  

The Edge Gateway connects to and gathers data from industrial data source and sends 

data to IIoT Hub of the Cloud platform through the internet protocols such as MQTT, 

CoAP, HTTPS or AMQP. For this purpose, the Edge Gateway usually implements In-

dustrial Adapter that subscribes to the industrial data and publishes it on a data bus 

where IoT Adapter takes the data and forward to the IoT Hub [22]. 

The computational and controlling power of the Edge allows decentralizing the cloud-

based architecture. Hence, part of the cloud intelligence are implemented at the Edge 

[30]. Edge also provides field device configuration while the business logic is deployed 

to them from the Cloud. Edge Computing must also include provisions for protocol con-

version from industrial level to the Cloud. Figure 12 shows the distinction of Edge and 

Cloud computing. 

In line with one-to-many or many-to-many communication patterns, the Edge Gateway 

also supports decoupling of the applications and further acts as a translator of different 

protocols of physical and link layer or application layer for instance, CoAP to 

HTTP/REST. As can be seen in the Figure 12, moving toward the cloud, the data be-

comes richer, transforming to Information at the Edge and eventually to Knowledge in 

the cloud. 
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Figure 12.  A general depiction for Edge and Cloud Computing [30]. 

 

2.4 OPC Unified Architecture 

2.4.1 General 

Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture (OPC UA) is the international stand-

ard specifications (IEC 62541) for vertical and horizontal communication, providing se-

mantic interoperability for the distributed systems. It is known as a connectivity frame-

work empowering Industry 4.0 businesses by realizing a reliable digital backbone of com-

munication for the digitized transformation happening currently around the globe.  

2.4.2 OPC UA framework 

As a platform independent architecture, OPC UA provides with extensible multi-layer 

framework for industrial automation integration which remains applicable while technol-

ogies evolve and still compatible with the legacy systems. These features plus being a 

protocol agnostic framework which implies on implementing use-case specific transport 

layer, makes the OPC UA the most important architecture to scale application scenarios 

in IIoT and I4.0 ecosystems ranging from PLCs in production to enterprise servers and 

cloud platforms.  Figure 13 depicts the extensive use cases of OPC UA interoperability. 
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Figure 13.  OPC UA consistent interoperability from sensor to cloud [31]. 

The layered architecture as sketched in Figure 14, clearly segregates the application 

logics, APIs, information models and all the issues that help to develop the application 

from the actual mechanisms to get data across the wire including mechanisms for coding 

the data, securing the data and to transport the data physically across the networks. The 

raw data and pre-processed information can flow between field level sensors to control 

systems and into the production planning systems. 

The OPC UA abstract specifications need to be mapped to the concrete technologies for 

implementation and application integration. The specifications are ever growing and de-

veloped by OPC Foundation7 in collaboration with users, manufacturers, and research-

ers.  

 

Figure 14.  OPC UA multi-layered architecture framework, adapted from [32]. 

 

 
7 https://reference.opcfoundation.org/v104/ 
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Despite the common misconception among many users and developers, OPC UA is not 

a communication protocol [33]; it is instead a framework that specifies the domain data 

organization and data exchange for safe, reliable, manufacturer and platform-independ-

ent industrial communication.  

2.4.3 Stack overview 

OPC UA applicatins can only communicate via implementation of at least one and iden-

tical StackProfile which is a group of Mappings between abstract specifications and tech-

nologies [34]. Figure 15 illustrates the OPC UA stack details. The Mapping groups are    

DataEncodings, SecurityProtocols and TransportProtocols. An important characteristic 

of the OPC UA is that the encoding and transport can best be suited for the task while 

application architecture and information model are the same. 

 

Figure 15.  OPC UA specifications, part 6 - stack overview [34]. 

OPC UA applications communicate via exchanging the messages. Each defined mes-

sage format is specified by DataEncodings and TransportProtocols. The SecurityProto-

col specifies security algorithms to be applied for the Message [34]. In the research and 

thesis works, often security is not implemented if the objective is to only illustrate the 

functional and integration aspects of the framework. In that case, the SecurityMode is 

set as None but a SecurityProtocol implementation still maintains a logical channel with 

a unique identifier for the SecureChannel [34].  
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2.4.4 Information Models and Access 

The core element of the OPC UA is the information modelling framework [35] which pro-

vides rules and building blocks for mapping any data structure and relationship in a de-

vice and the context it operates in to the OPC UA information model. The precedence of 

information modeling versus coding in the context of complex data in process industry 

has been mentioned by Potka [36] in the MSc thesis. The theoretical research showed 

that OPC UA is the most complete information modelling method compared with other 

candidate methods. 

The information model is essentially the specific semantics or collection of types that can 

be defined by the domain organization to expose to the consumer applications which 

thereby imparts data interoperability. The access mechanism to the instances and their 

semantics of the server enables the consumers to look up (Brows), Read/Write and call 

methods provided that the consumer should support basic rules to process the UA data 

even without knowledge of the server complex data structure. Figure 16 shows a simpli-

fied example of the information model for a Motor and access by the client. 

 

Figure 16.  An example of OPC UA information modeling and access by client.  

2.4.5 OPC UA Communication Models 

Client-Server 

The original communication model of the OPC UA is based on Client-Server architecture 

through which the clients can access the instances and meta data of the server address 

space via defined standardized services. This feature exempt the OPC UA from requiring 

any WSDL [33] which is used by classic web services. Following the service oriented 
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architecture (SOA) design paradigm, the service provider receives requests, process 

them and responses back the results [35]. In this request-response model, the OPC UA 

servers implement a subset of the OPC UA defined services as abstract Remote Proce-

dure Call (RPC) [37] based on their defined profile to interact with the OPC UA clients.  

Worthwhile to mention is that the client-server (request-response) model includes mech-

anism for the data and event notifications firmly for a single client ingestion and guaran-

teed delivery, hence merely supporting one-one communication. Furthermore, this com-

munication model accommodates the use cases requiring large amount of flexible data. 

In addition, a logical long-running connection between client and server called session  

is required which stores state information between service invocations [38], thus making 

OPC UA a stateful connection based architecture which is unlike REST known as state-

less client-server architecture. 

PubSub 

As an extension to the client-server communication model, the OPC UA specification 

part 14 introduced the Pub/Sub model in February 2018 which is a message-based 

mechanism for data and event notifications, yet optimized for many-to-many communi-

cation scenarios [39]. Since the unfold time of the Pub/Sub specification, there has not 

been many applications using OPC Pub/Sub specifications such that a close review and 

experience could be possible. The Pub/Sub extension is usually provided as an add-on 

to the OPC UA client-server SDK by some leading development companies such as 

QuickOPC8 or Unified Automation9. This model of communication supports the use 

cases requiring small amount of fixed data.  

2.5 Review of integration approaches 

To detect a perspective of the cloud-based integration approaches, a number of literature 

has been reviewed from disparate use cases and interoperability scopes. The research 

works addressed various service-driven capabilities that exist separately in the relevant 

field within the enterprise. In this regard, devices and data sources must interoperate 

with the cloud-hosted services via different protocols or integration approaches like OPC 

UA that provides interoperability at transport and semantic layer.   

Ramis et.al. [40] aimed a connectivity solution for webservice-enabled industrial IoT de-

vices with a cloud-hosted data collection framework. A gateway was adopted to match 

devices protocol HTTP with the cloud IoT Hub protocol MQTT, and further via Websocket 

 
8 https://www.opclabs.com/ 
9 https://www.unified-automation.com/ 
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to the cloud-based data framework. In a similar device-driven project, Mononen [41] 

gathered data from measuring nodes and sent to a cloud hosted machine automation 

application, with additional performance and cost analysis. 

Control as a service (CaaS) or PLC as a service is a research direction that tries to cloud-

enable the industrial control functions as services. In this field, the PLC is either pre-

sented as a cyber physical device offering control functions in the cloud [42] or as a 

SoftPLC in the cloud for operations requiring computing power higher than local usage 

[43]. Another SoftPLC implementation utilized OPC UA framework by Schmitt et al. [44] 

intending for co-existing OPC UA devices on site with web and cloud technologies. A 

private cloud hosted SoftPLC subscribed to the local simulated device via a prototyped 

proxy server with OPC UA client functionality for the data status updates using a mes-

sage queue broker. WebSocket was implemented to allow bidirectional communication. 

Figure 17 represents the CaaS integration concept using OPC UA. This architecture de-

pends on M2M between the cloud and local site. 

 

Figure 17.  CaaS automation architecture using OPC UA [44]. 

In the cloud manufacturing discipline, cloud computing resources are used in various 

and complex form of service models for product manufacturing. A cyber physical based 

approach was proposed by Liu et. al [45] whereby an OPC UA-based digital twin layer, 

virtually exposed the manufacturing resources (physical layer) to various enterprise 

cloud-based collaborative manufacturing jobs. However, the cloud services were heavily 

dependent on the OPC UA M2M connectivity between the cloud and the shop floor 

which, in this respect, is similar to the [44].  Deployment of full OPC UA framework for 

integration of machine tools in a commissioning platforms [46] is from the same class of 

work. Cases towards development of collaboration and coordination platform between 
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different enterprises for product manufacturing also exists [47]. However, the cloud man-

ufacturing topic remains out of this thesis discussions.  

Industry 4.0 scenarios adopt OPC UA, which simultaneously provides interoperability on 

the transport and semantic layers of communication provided that a stateful and con-

sistent connection called ‘session’ is undertaken [46]. Moreover, this interoperability is 

possible when the communicating applications implement the OPC UA stack. Therefore, 

although OPC UA is essentially platform independent but still relies on a monopolized 

interface which does not allow loose coupling interface pattern between the client and 

server applications [48].  

OPC UA traditional specifications utilized HTTP and OPC TCP transport protocol with 

several data encodings [49]. However, in a vertical integration task, moving outside of 

the factory floor, there are certain requirements created by the nature of the cloud appli-

cations or by restrictions on network accessibility and firewalls, such that looking for so-

lutions based on binary OPC TCP communication is solely not a practical option. For 

example, Goldschmidt et al. [43], declared satisfactory use of WebSocket implementa-

tion of OPC UA against OPC TCP-based transport protocol for bidirectional site-cloud 

communication.  

Furthermore, IIoT applications and cloud services involve generic web users that do not 

implement any OPC UA stack or are not aware of the OPC UA specifications but still 

should act as a session-less client using RESTful web services [49] to exchange data 

with the OPC UA servers. That is the area where alternative encoding and transport can 

be useful.  

One of the approaches to the above issue was to develop REST-based OPC UA server. 

Many popular OPC UA services like Read, Write, Call, Brows, etc. don’t require session 

[50] when considered standalone. For instance, if one can bind the Read call with a user 

authentication mechanism like OAuth2 (standard authentication mechanism supported 

by major cloud vendors)  [51] and binding with JSON encoding and HTTP transport, the 

results is an application posting a JSON document and receiving a JSON response. This 

is much like REST API mechanism [52]. This approach helps build OPC UA applications 

running in the cloud which are basically websites that serving JSON documents, not 

intended to be completely OPC UA server but providing supplementary features which 

the factory may benefit from. 

Integrating OPC UA with web technologies has further been researched by Cavalieri 

et.al [53] to a more modular and flexible architecture including a key role for the Middle-

ware. The research work presented a web platform that can be accessed by generic 
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web users via synchronous and asynchronous communication. The service served ge-

neric web users having resource-constraint client devices that are entirely unaware of 

the OPC UA stack. The synchronous communication was realized by RESTful inter-

faces. As represented in the Figure 18, the service pipeline was possible by developing 

an OPC UA- aware module as a Middleware running the OPC UA client functionality 

and servers’ aggregation mechanism which could make a consistent connection with 

the OPC UA servers. The asynchronous communication with the web user was pro-

vided via the Middleware capability over Pub/Sub communication pattern with a mes-

sage broker outside of the web platform. 

 

Figure 18.  OPC UA Web Platform, adapted from [53]. 

The research efforts on the extension of the OPC UA capabilities for asynchronous com-

munication has been presented by Liu et. al [54] which resulted in introducing a config-

uration tool based on OPC UA PubSub specification and MQTT protocol. The tool can 

be added to a C/C++ implementation of OPC UA but found some access limit to nodes 

and attributes for other implementations. 

A conclusion from the integration review to achieve a Data-driven and Event-driven con-

nectivity between on-premises and cloud is as follows: 

• M2M connectivity between web applications or within OPC UA framework can be 

utilized for the interactive behaviour. 

• Connectivity from on-premises to the cloud platform must be based on Pub/Sub 

communication pattern. 

• For the generic users, having OPC UA stack in the cloud directly or via proximity 

methods is not an option to consider. 
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• Cloud-based Monitoring and Control must represent an abstract working sce-

nario of the Equipment via digital interface compared to the on-premises level 

monitoring and control of equipment. 
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3. METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 

In this section is discussed the design requirements, approach and methodologies based 

on the presented theoretical background and review of the state of the art. The aim is to 

achieve a realization of the interoperable components based on concrete technologies 

that support Data-driven and Event-driven integration. 

3.1 Design Considerations 

The M&C solution for the thesis project comprises of two main sides of integration as 

formerly shown in the theoretical background section. The M&C application design meth-

odology must consider both IT- Enterprise level and the OT - machine or process level 

using a lineup of products-solutions. A consistent flow of industrial data and control com-

mand is required over tiers of the interoperable components to achieve a seamless inte-

gration for a service-driven business.  

IIoT solutions, as an ultimate IT-OT alignment, are enabled by two technology argu-

ments: ‘Platform’ and ‘Protocol’ which must ideally be built with a Ground-Up approach 

[55]. As discussed in the previous chapter, flexibility, scalability, and modular design 

should be considered in a view from OT towards IT since the convergence appreciates 

a thorough understanding of the OT side.  

One of the enabler technologies for the mentioned characteristics is the use of open 

sources for developing IoT applications in the industrial settings. The advantages are 

cost saving, high availability, strong community support, flexibility, and possibility to re-

ceive contribution from many stakeholders for more innovative solutions. However, use 

of open source is being hesitated by the manufacturing sector due to the security and 

reliability factors [56]. 

A strong binding of the real-world M&C with the business level cannot be obtained via 

pulling the DCS devices in a complex automation infrastructure. Alternatively, an Event- 

driven mechanism can be added to the part of the data acquisition system so that bene-

fits of service-oriented architecture remain for on-premises set up while at the same time 

the devices’ or systems’ information reaches the interested entities as Events. 

Table 5 summarizes the considerations to design the IIoT integration architecture for 

M&C of the EaaS scenario. 
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Table 5.  Design Considerations. 

Consideration Description 

IoT Ecosystem Realizing an IoT architecture as an ecosystem of services 

for connected devices (or applications). 

Equipment scenario 

Simulation 

Since there was no hardware available for the thesis work, 

the Equipment functionality in the sensing, actuating and 

control logic level must be simulated. 

Non real-time coordination level control should typically not require hard 

real-time requirements [28]. In the current EaaS case, the 

M&C is a coordinating level application and should not 

need to be as real-time that is performed at the Equipment 

controller level. 

Event-driven integration should refer to the solution that Data will be integrated 

based on Events triggered by actions. This means Event in 

one system triggers a corresponding event in another sys-

tem. Event-driven should be used as an enabler of interop-

erability between decoupled services to achieve the busi-

ness logic. 

Data-driven integration Data-driven integration implies that change in data in one 

system consequently causes a change of data in another 

system. In this regard, Data-driven is suitable when the in-

formation synchronization is desired regardless of what sit-

uations are ongoing , for instance for ERP applications. 

Monitoring & Control Each one will be implemented through a separate event 

handling application in the cloud. 

The M&C must be realized via an architecture comprising 

highly distributed applications and cloud services.  
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Data generation Data is generated either actively or passively from the de-

vice (Equipment), system or because of interactions. Fre-

quency of Data collection is considered configurable [in 

code] depending the device and the application needs [15].  

Business Relevance Only business relevant communication with the enterprise 

system must be undertaken. This indicates needs for data 

pre-processing before reaching to the backend systems in 

the cloud. [21] 

Also, IIoT system submits the information to the cloud-

hosted application when that is available from Equipment. 

Heterogenous land-

scape 

Instead of using a vendor ready IoT Hub solution, an IoT 

platform as a service is built using an independent cloud-

based message broker and routing services. 

The integration architecture must avoid vendor lock-in as 

much as possible and enhance use of open-source soft-

ware development. 

Decoupling between the machine server and cloud applica-

tions serving generic web user with no OPC UA awareness. 

Security No security is applied in this thesis even though the Securi-

tyProtocol implementation of the OPC UA specification shall 

maintain a logical channel with a unique identifier 

 

Based on the requirements consideration and the architectural and state of the art review 

in the chapter 2, the proposed approach in this thesis has three tiers as Hardware, Con-

nectivity and Application. Each tier includes software components that provides one or 

more functionalities that contribute to the flow of Telemetry Data and Commands. To this 

end, a layered IIoT approach is proposed in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19.  Proposed layered IIoT realization for shop floor to cloud integration. 

3.2 Equipment Layer 

The Equipment scenario is related to the Electrolyzer based Hydrogen production and 

Processing unit (also referred to as HydrogenMachine) which is, within the EaaS plan, 

seeking an IIoT integration solution. The Equipment has own complex control system 

which is vertically integrated in the existing plant DCS /SCADA through other methods 

that are beyond the discussions of the thesis work. However, an end-to-end integration 

to the external business partner for the EaaS purpose is desired. Within the EaaS plan, 

a M&C use case must be realized to enable access to the Equipment operation for tests 

and R&D. 

Equipment Scenario 

The scenario is reflecting an abstract functionality of the Equipment which is of interest 

for servitization. As mentioned in section 3.1, the M&C must be a coordinating level mon-

itoring and control which does not imply on hard real-time solution. One consideration in 

the coordinating level control scenarios is that they should typically be long run tasks and 
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only the important states and transitions of those tasks will contribute in the EaaS sce-

nario. The IIoT solution must provide a digital interface to the abstract functionality via 

the cloud platform for a generic user.  Figure 20 represents the schematic view of the 

Equipment scenario that will be developed in this thesis. 

 

Figure 20.  Electrolyzer based Hydrogen Production and Processing unit sche-
matic.  

It is worthwhile to mention that EaaS can be planned for any set of Equipment function-

alities that is desired in the form of remote service. In this thesis, a subset of the complex 

operation is considered that represents the two equipment modules are working when 

certain processing conditions are met, and within this boundary, an M&C application 

must be developed. 

The Equipment consists of two modules: Electrolyzer Blocks and Hydrogen Processing. 

The former module receives utilities and green energy to produce hydrogen gas from 

steam by electrolysis methods. The produced hydrogen is transferred to the latter mod-

ule for conditioning, quality check and pressurizing before injection to the existing plant 

hydrogen grid.  

For simplicity, the whole equipment is named as HydrogenMachine hereinafter. Figure 

21 illustrates the abstract operating principle that is desired for the EaaS and implemen-

tation of the M&C application. The HydrogenMachine behavior is modeled via State dia-

gram defining several modes and states transfer. There are six states that change based 

on a certain process variable value or based on a remote command from the user. In 

each state, the process valves status (venting, transfer, or injection) is considered as an 

important binary (0, 1) indicator. Equipment layer is detailed in the associated communi-

cation layer in the next section. 
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Figure 21.  HydrogenMachine states and transfers definition. 

3.3 Communication Layer 

The OPC UA framework is the key enabler for the realization of the digital interface from 

the business layer to the Equipment layer. According to RAMI 4.0 model, OPC UA can 

be chosen to implement both Communication and Information layer. Furthermore, since 

there was no hardware available in this thesis, a hardware independent approach was 

adopted to make the most use of the OPC UA framework in contextualizing and serviti-

zation of the Industrial Equipment. This approach results in introducing a cyber model of 

the HydrogenMachine. 

In this thesis the aim is to utilize the Event-driven system for a wider use cases, for 

example in processing control systems where they work based on program cycling. 

Hence, it is needed to receive the states and events of interest from the Equipment con-

text as data and events to process them further for the cloud platform ingestion. 

Industrial Equipment Contextualization 

To have a clear implementation phase, it is necessary to formulate a basis for represent-

ing an equipment as a generic entity including hardware and software capabilities that is 

modelled and accessed by the external tools and environment. The equipment is seen 
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as a server entity that provides its services to the higher-level applications and devices 

based on different integration options.  

Figure 22 portraits the elements that must be populated using software technologies to 

realize the concept of the equipment embedding the OPC UA server capability. It is ob-

vious that the physical I/O layer does not exist in this implementation. In a more compre-

hensive work, if a hardware existed, an additional Fieldbus OPC UA interface could be 

considered. However, in this thesis, due to the lack of hardware, the field interface (con-

trol logic) has been simulated by software codes. The simulation includes a visualization 

mechanism at the Equipment level to better track the changes of variables based on the 

running control logics.  

 

Figure 22.  Equipment contextualization with OPC UA (HydrogenMachine). 

The Integration Logic interrelates the Address Space with the Control Logic for bidirec-

tional updates i.e., delivering values of nodes to the control logic and update of the nodes 

value from the control logic. It is worth noting that the presented building blocks of the 

equipment context can be implemented in several ways. For instance, the Equipment 

can have a controller like PLC which embeds all the elements and becomes present as 

OPC UA-ready server. The Equipment can also exclude the OPC UA server functionality 

to be handled by another logical or physical device that is integrated with the PLC. In this 

thesis, the generic approach is chosen to show how different layers of an Equipment 

entity can be integrated in the shop-floor level. 

From inside a hardware, the OPC UA server acts as a converter of the hardware com-

munication protocol which enables any program requesting access to the hardware be-

have as the OPC client software. 

The OPC UA address space is the capability that will be modelled based on the engi-

neering systems by the OT domain expert. The NodeManager is a class of software that 
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generates the address space with namespaces for types and instances. It implements 

an interface to load an Information Model file as the configurator of the address space. 

In the implementation chapter, it will be shown how the domain expert can contribute in 

OPC UA based project without having sound knowledge of the OPC UA framework and 

design of address space models.  

In the OPC UA based terminology, a Device means a set of variables (attributes) and 

methods available on OPC UA Server. The contextualized HydrogenMachine is repre-

sented as a cyber model that can be developed hardware-independently and bonded to 

the physical system on site. This enables the OEM of the Equipment develop typed so-

lutions based on Equipment core concepts and further modify based on their variants.     

3.4 Information Layer 

As indicated in the section 3.3, OPC UA is the framework that exposes functionalities to 

structure the Communication and Information layer under the same hood. However, this 

is valid when the information consumer also knows OPC UA language of communication. 

In the context of serving a cloud hosted application without knowledge of OPC UA, the 

information layer ought to facilitate the information format conversion to a level that is 

understandable for the upper-level applications.  

From OT point of view, the information layer is where the Equipment context is built 

following OPC UA information modeling rules and eventually a virtual entity for the phys-

ical Equipment is represented. It is possible for the OT domain expert to freely define the 

type-based entities as part of the Equipment and then compile them into the OPC UA 

standard models that any OPC UA client can interact.  Figure 23 shows the Generic 

Base Types of HydrogenMachine entities. This definition is the source information for 

defining concrete types of modules, sensors and actuators that contribute to the desired 

services that the Equipment must deliver. 
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Figure 23.  Generic Base types of the HydrogenMachine entities. 

3.4.1 Gateway 

The Field Gateway or IIoT Gateway is the component that implements several function-

alities and interfaces. The southbound interface enables interacting with the Equipment 

OPC UA server while the northbound interface enables to serve Telemetry data corre-

sponding the information of interest to the cloud-hosted backend system. As an intuitive 

indication, HydrogenMachine software component and Gateway construct the Edge 

Computing in this thesis scope. 

An OPC UA client functionality must reside in the Gateway as the main mechanism for 

acquisition of industrial data and delivering commands to the Equipment. The client mes-

sages are passed to the server via OPC UA API as a realization of implemented abstract 

services [57]. The main services used for the M&C of the EaaS are read (), write () the 

nodes attributes, hence values of variables, and Calling a method (). The client reads 

the HydrogenMachine set of nodes’ attributes in the address space that is updated 

through the Integration Logic. Upon receiving a command from the cloud platform, the 

write () service is invoked to change the corresponding nodes attributes which is con-

veyed to the control logic through the Integration Logic.  

The client utility functionalities such as discovery server, Browse and private methods 

are used for the testing purposes for example over UA Expert testing client tool. These 
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functionalities are not the core functionalities for the thesis work purposes thus not uti-

lized in the Gateway solution.  

3.4.2 Telemetry Data Processing  

The Gateway must convert the OPC UA information format coming from the Equipment 

into meaningful information to be sent to the backend system in the cloud. A Data Pro-

cessing mechanism is built in Gateway so that desired information is extracted from sev-

eral OPC UA nodes attributes, normalized, serialized, and aggregated to the desired 

EaaS format representing a final machineData. The machineData is a JSON payload 

with the elements that are required to represent the EaaS status. The message can be 

published to the MQTT broker via PubSub communication pattern whenever the associ-

ated elements data are ready in the Gateway. This process is also known ultimately as 

a protocol conversion from OPC.TCP to MQTT. Figure 24 shows a JSON payload rep-

resenting an instance of the machineData.  

 

Figure 24.  JSON message payload representing machineData. 

The Gateway message publishing mechanism can be a configurable module or can be 

hardcoded to construct JSON message that can be filtered or indexed using the field 

names. An issue regarding the use of the Gateway and JSON serialization is that the 

messages cannot use UA security as they are published to the subscribers that do not 

necessarily know anything about the OPC UA. This issue is however, out of the thesis 

scope. Figure 25 shows the Gateway mediator functionalities with respect to the OPC 

UA server and MQTT broker. The illustration is for the Telemetry data publishing towards 

the cloud backend system. 

{ 

“id”: “2021-01-28T21.55.22.0675577Z”, 

“MachineId”: 4099058, 

“MachineName”: “Demo Machine”, 

“ElectrolyzerTemperature”: 800, 

“ElectrolyzerSteamflowRate”: 717, 

“ElectrolyzerBlockVentValve”: 0, 

“ElectrolyzerBlockDischargeValve”: 1, 

“ElectrolyzerBlockStatus”: “Transfer Initiated”, 

“ProcessingUnitH2ProductionRate”: 601, 

“ProcessingUnitH2Quality”: 610,  

“ProcessingUnitVentValve”: 1, 

“ProcessingUnitInjectorValve”: 0, 

”ProcessingUnitStatus”: “Processing: Ready to Inject”,                    

“LogDateTime”: “2021-01-28T21.55.22.0675710Z” 

} 
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Interaction with the MQTT broker implies that the Gateway component must include a 

client library of the broker so that the publishing and subscribing to the MQTT becomes 

possible. This characteristic of the Gateway enables the Event-driven messaging to and 

from the cloud backend system. 

 

Figure 25.  Gateway functionalities, publishing Telemetry data, northbound. 

3.4.3 Command Decoding & Processing 

The Gateway keeps listening to the MQTT broker until it receives a message containing 

the desired action that must take place in the Equipment OPC UA server. The Gateway 

delivers the commands received from the cloud backend system through using write () 

to OPC UA nodes or calling the method () that is defined from the information modelling 

stage. The method in OPC UA server is called by calling the NodeID of the node that the 

method belongs to as well as the NodeID of the method itself. Figure 26 shows the func-

tionality of the Gateway for command handling. 

 

Figure 26.  Gateway functionalities, command handling, southbound. 
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3.5 Cloud Platform 

3.5.1 General  

Cloud platform is a set of distributed resources that build the backend system of the M&C 

application for the EaaS scenario to the generic web user. In this thesis, it is aimed at 

using cloud-based resources from different providers. Moreover, there will be two sepa-

rate paths for the Telemetry events and the Command events.  

The Telemetry data must be published to the cloud platform to store and deliver data to 

the front-end system. The Commands must be detected from user interface and sub-

scribed by the Gateway system for further processing and delivering to the Equipment 

server. As a result, a Pub/Sub communication pattern can be implemented between 

Edge and Cloud which does not need persistent connection as applicable for client-

server or session-based connections. 

There are practical reasons to have avoided using OPC UA Client directly in the cloud. 

One of them is additional requirements for discovery mechanism (global discovery 

server) that the client must use. The other hurdle is need for proxy as external entity to 

be hosted in the cloud. Furthermore, a certificate manager is required and being a certi-

fied authority to use the global discovery server to be able to distribute the certificates. 

This approach would incur heavy infrastructure that might only be beneficial for the cloud 

manufacturing system but not for IIoT solutions considering flexible and lightweight in-

frastructure components. These are in addition to the fact that the interest of this work 

was not to depend the cloud hosted backend and frontend applications on OPC UA serv-

ing the generic IT users.  

3.5.2 Multi-cloud approach 

A multi-cloud strategy is adopted to stay beyond certain public and private cloud provid-

ers and to avoid vendor lock-in which typically happens when using cloud solutions be-

longing to one stack. This consequently means the on-premises components should not 

strictly implement a certain cloud vendor dependency or requiring the vendor virtual ma-

chines or IaaS at the Edge. Multi-cloud approach leverages applications, data and ser-

vices from different cloud platforms and different models as PaaS and SaaS, thus an 

optimum combination of services could be possible [58]. 

With this approach, the Message Hub functionality (Broker) for bi-directional communi-

cation between IoT application and devices will be built from a different cloud provider 
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than the cloud vendor hosting the backend applications. Furthermore, it was decided to 

also use storage service from a separate cloud provider. 

3.5.3 Message Oriented Broker 

Generally, using a Message Oriented Middleware (Message Broker) provides a mecha-

nism to aggregate data from multiple sources, which is extremely valuable to make a full 

digital view of the assets. It is also a benefit to use the Broker as the security and access 

control when many of the source systems have little or no security.    

To move IoT data across networks and cloud platforms, the devices running distributed 

applications will only subscribe to the topics that the Broker publishes and ingests the 

subscribed data for their services or jobs.  

HiveMQ MQTT broker10 is used to move data to and from connected devices. Having in 

mind prevention of locked-in by a certain vendor or deployment platform, HiveMQ pro-

vides a freedom to run anywhere. Furthermore, any MQTT compliant client library in-

cluding user customized libraries can be used with HiveMQ which supports the preven-

tion of locked-in to one vendor. Figure 27 represents the overall extensive use of the 

selected broker and its key features.  

Using MQTT broker offers flexibility for future requirements when OPC UA Pub/Sub 

specification is planned which would not depend on the Gateway functionalities and di-

rectly work with the generic MQTT broker. 

 

Figure 27.  HiveMQ as enterprise-ready broker key features [59]. 

 
10 https://www.hivemq.com/ 
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Based on the experimental nature of the thesis work, it is wise to use the public version 

of the HiveMQ broker11 which allows to connect from user written MQTT clients to ‘bro-

ker.hivemq.com’ over the TCP port ‘1883’ (Websocket Port ‘8000’). Access to this ser-

vice also provides a dashboard to monitor the amount of the traffics. 

3.5.4 Azure Cloud Services 

Microsoft Azure IoT is a collection of managed and platform services extended to the 

edge and cloud. This provider was selected as a public PaaS to host the M&C backend 

applications for the EaaS scenario. The main reason to select Azure is the free cloud 

account for students, affordable account for public users, comprehensive documenta-

tion, and reference architecture as well as sample implementation that helps design and 

build any IoT ecosystem. However, almost all Azure references are based on the ser-

vices and components merely from Azure products extended from Edge to the cloud. 

Microsoft Azure also has developed two commercialized products for IIoT solutions using 

OPC UA that was reviewed for this thesis. The OPC Publisher product is heavily de-

pendent on the Azure services and caused some deployment difficulties. Alternatively, 

embedding the OPC UA client in a web application in Azure cloud is also against the 

thesis work approach. 

The concluded approach is to utilize the Azure PaaS in the most generic form for event-

based handling of the Telemetry data and Command. For this reason, two applications 

are developed to be hosted in Azure cloud that participate in the overall Pub/Sub com-

munication pattern designed for this thesis, using HiveMQ broker. 

3.5.5 Telemetry WebJobs 

The M&C application requires an Event-driven processing method to run the business 

logic on certain events automatically. The component must be designed such that it sub-

scribes for the Equipment Telemetry data and delivers data to the storage service where 

data is further ingested by another web application serving a user interface. This Event-

driven component realizes the background task for Monitoring part of the M&C, hosted 

in the cloud platform.  

Based on the design requirements, the best available service from Azure cloud to under-

take the task is Azure WebJobs. It is in an executable or script in PaaS service model 

which means provides pay-per-use service and runs within an App Service plan of Azure 

platform. It is possible to monitor the Azure WebJob run history using the Azure portal. 

 
11 https://www.hivemq.com/public-mqtt-broker/ 
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Moreover, a single web app may allow to publish several WebJobs. Nevertheless, in this 

thesis scope, the Monitoring task is assigned to a single WebJobs which also implements 

an Alarm & Notification logic. For instance, it is possible to define if a certain variable 

exceeds a threshold value, a notification can be generated, and the user can be informed 

via Email. 

WebJobs is often compared with Azure Functions which is from Serverless technology 

background. Azure Functions are also code snippets but only used in triggering way 

rather than continuous operation. They behave as either ON to perform the task based 

on an event or are OFF completely when there is no event to trigger them. WebJobs 

however give more control over the code that listens for events [60] and, unlike Azure 

Functions, remain awake over a minimal continuous thread while still work event-based. 

The Azure Function is normally used when there is no need for a web server to render 

content or when scaling and more specific development features are required. 

The Equipment Telemetry data as machineData, published by the Gateway need to be 

subscribed by the Telemetry WebJobs component, hence an MQTT client library must 

be implemented in the Telemetry WebJobs construction. Likewise, to deliver the sub-

scribed Telemetry data to the storage service, an interface must be implemented with 

the storage service. 

3.5.6 Storage Service (DBaaS) 

To store the Telemetry data in a cloud platform, a Database-as-a-Service approach was 

adopted. A NoSQL database was selected to support future development when more 

data from heterogenous sources are published. For this reason, Mongo DB Atlas12 was 

chosen which is a fully managed cloud database service used across major cloud pro-

viders. The selection was considered based on a comparison with Azure Cosmos DB 

service and eventually to stay align with the desired variety in the integration architecture 

and avoid vendor lock-in. Integration with MongoDB in a web application is realized using 

MongoDB drivers available in several programming languages. 

MongoDB uses BSON format to store data internally and over the network. BSON im-

plies on Binary JSON. Nevertheless, for design and implementation, anything in JSON 

can be natively stored in MongoDB and retrieved identically in JSON. BSON encodes 

type and length information which helps to be parsed much more quickly. [61]  A brief 

comparison of BSON and JSON is depicted in the Table 6. Using MongoDB Driver in the 

Telemetry WebJobs and WebAPI, in C# language, enables access to BSON.  

 
12 https://www.mongodb.com/cloud/atlas 
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Table 6.  JSON vs. BSON [61]. 

 JSON BSON 

Encoding UTF-8 String Binary 

Data Support String, Boolean, Number, 

Array 

String, Boolean, Number (Integer, 

Float, Long, Decimal128...), Array, 

Date, Raw Binary 

Readability Human and Machine Machine Only 

 

3.5.7 Web API 

The WebAPI component serves the machineData to the Web UI as well as sending the 

user’s remote Command (Control) to the IoT Gateway upon user’s action. This compo-

nent provides REST interface for the Web UI that is invoked via sending the HTTP GET 

request to the corresponding API end point.  

The user can visit the web page and see all ongoing or old stored machineData received 

to the UI data visualization over time or may activate a certain command based on the 

OT logic and supervision which eventually requests WebAPI to publish that command to 

the MQTT broker.    

To publish the Equipment Command to the MQTT broker, the WebAPI must implement 

an MQTT client functionality. On the other hand, to handle the UI request for restoring 

data from MongoDB storage service, the WebAPI must implement a method to read the 

stored machineData from MongoDB, hence an interface must be implemented with the 

storage service. 

MVC Pattern 

The User Interface services often utilize a web architecture for implementation called 

MVC (Mode-View-Controller) that helps separate the concerns in three different layers 

with individual responsibilities. 

‘Model’ contains the core functionality and data. Information is displayed by ‘View’ and 

has an associated Controller component. ‘View’ and ‘Controller’ together build the User 
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Interface. ‘Controller’ receives inputs usually as events initiating by the user, then trans-

lated to service request for the Model and View. The user interfaces with the system 

merely through the Controller. [62] 

An overview of the MVC pattern is shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28.  The MVC pattern overview. 

 

3.6 Business layer  

The business layer is considered as generic web user running standard browser on any 

device which will be delivered a Web User Interface (Web UI) served by the WebAPI 

component. Equipment Telemetry data (machineData) via interfaces with the WebAPI. 

This layer is the presentation layer of the M&C application for an EaaS scenario which 

is visualized via Web UI as an interactive application.  

In this layer, many types of applications can be developed but a certain plan is consid-

ered for the HydrogenMachine scenario in mind. The following requirements are consid-

ered: 

1. It is enough to have a single web page application. 

2. Electrolyzer block temperature changes as the key variable showing in near real 

time. The relation between the change in Temperature and the HydrogenMachine 

modes over time must be seen live in a chart-based visualization. 

3. The Electrolyzer block Steam flow is not determining the modes of operation but 

should be visible along with the Temperature as a live data over time in a chart 

visualization. 
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4. The visualization must have two sections, one for each module with respective 

live analogue parameters and binary statues and messages. 

5. It must be possible for each module to represent its venting and outlet valves 

binary status in a chart over time for certain follow up by experts. 

6. For Processing unit module, the produced Hydrogen flow rate and Quality pa-

rameters must be visualized in a chart showing changes over time. 

7. Three command buttons to be included for ‘Reset Process’, ‘Transfer Hydrogen’ 

and ‘Inject Hydrogen’ that are used based on the OT logic, visualized data and 

user decision. 

The Web UI can only interact with the cloud hosted WebAPI to continuously retrieve the 

machineData from the MongoDB. The structure of the Web UI must continuously deliver 

a web page content enriched by the machineData to the user and delivers the commands 

to the Web API to be published to the MQTT broker.  

3.7 Design conclusions  

Based on the review of methodology, design requirements, research materials and avail-

able technologies, a system of interacting components is achieved to realize a pipeline 

for the flow of industrial data and control between the OPC UA - enabled Equipment to 

the Web UI. Figure 29 outlines the integration system component diagram. The Event-

driven integration scheme is depicted by MQTT Connector as an enabler for Pub/Sub 

communication between the nominated components and the MQTT broker. 
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Figure 29.  Integration system component diagram. 

 

The concluded integration system architecture is shown in the Figure 30. As described 

in the previous sections, a holistic design approach was considered from the domain 

expert level inputs till the cloud platforms to achieve a complete solution for round trip 

data transfer representing equipment telemetry data and the control commands. 
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Figure 30.  Integration system Architecture diagram. 
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An overall system integration sequence diagram between all components is presented 

in the Figure 31. The components that are involved in the Pub/Sub communication, first 

subscribe to the topics of interest as soon as the components run. This subscription 

enables them further to interact with the broker with publishing the messages and con-

structing the Event-driven data pipeline.  

In this thesis, since there is one HydrogenMachine and the payload was designed to be 

a short list of relevant data for the M&C application, only machineData is the message 

that the Pub/Sub components show their interests. In the real IIoT scope, there will be 

many messages from different data sources and with different structures and more topics 

that each component might be interested in subscribing. 

 

 

Figure 31.  Overall system integration sequence diagram. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

4.1 Overview 

Pursuing the concluded integration architecture presented in Figure 30, the implementa-

tion part was set up with developing main software components using Visual Studio So-

lutions, with C# programming language, and required packages and functionalities 

planned and designed to achieve a highly distributed IIoT solution. Table 7 summarizes 

the implementation scope of this thesis with the software technologies and programming 

languages. 

Table 7.  Software Technologies used for implementation. 

no. Component Technology Purpose Lang. 

1 
HydrogenMchine 

Server 

UA-ModelCompiler Converting HydrogenMachine model 

design.xml to NodeSet2.xml 

XML 

 
 .NET Framework Equipment simulation via Windows 

Form, Control / Integration logic 

C# 

 
 .NET SDK for OPC UA OPC UA server functionality 

 

C# 

2 
Gateway .NET Core Data processing, JSON encoding/  

decoding, serialization 

C# 

 
 .NET SDK for OPC UA OPC UA client functionality C# 

 
 MQTT .NET Core HiveMQ MQTT broker client  

Functionality 

C# 

3 
Telemetry WebJob .NET Core Cloud based logic, alarm and  

Notification 

C# 

 
 WebJobs Code-first integration service C# 

 
 MongoDB .NET Driver asynchronous interaction with  

MongoDB 

C# 

 
 MQTT .NET Core HiveMQ MQTT broker client  

Functionality 

C# 

4 
WebAPI ASP.NET MVC Web apps and APIs using the Model-

View-Controller design pattern 

C# 

 
 MongoDB .NET Driver asynchronous interaction with  

MongoDB 

C# 

5 
Web UI HTML5, CSS, JavaS-

cript, JQuery 

Front end application, Visualization and 

Control 
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The .NET Technology is used widely in development of OPC UA based applications. The 

Visual Studio provides comprehensive development platform for a wide range of desktop 

and web applications and facilitates cloud deployment. Good references from OPC 

Foundation based on .NET, active online community of experts and practitioners as well 

as reach .NET documentation of Microsoft and so forth was also other motivation to 

choose the above listed technologies. 

4.2 Hydrogen Machine Server 

4.2.1 Information Model 

The vendor specific information model extensions can be built on top of the OPC UA 

companion or built-in information models. To achieve a custom OPC UA model, an ob-

ject-oriented model of the industrial Equipment was developed as an XML file (ModelDe-

sign.xml) describing the following: 

• Generic base types for the various controllers, sensors, and actuators 

• Concrete types for the various controllers, sensors, and actuators  

• Concrete types for the components contained in the HydrogenMachine 

This file is created and edited based on industrial practice during the engineering of the 

Equipment automation system.  

In addition to the types, an OPC UA method is also defined for the ‘Reset’ in the situations 

that a total process Reset, or Emergency Shutdown is required: 

<opc:Method  
SymbolicName="EmergencyShutdown" ModellingRule="Mandatory"> 

</opc:Method> 

 

The ModelDesign.xml itself is not an OPC UA compatible file whereas it only organizes 

various types based on a template containing schema that refers to the OPC defini-

tions. The ModelDesign.xml must be converted to OPC UA information model to be 

used for further processing in the Equipment model and server address space con-

struction.  

OPC Foundation uses toolchain to generate official UANodeSet files. Based on the meth-

odology available from OPC Foundation, the custom OPC UA information model was 

compiled into an OPC UA NodeSet2.xml file, and then used the OPC UA Stack to create 
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a running OPC UA server. Figure 32 denotes the conversion process and several arte-

facts that can be used for building the OPC UA server. UA-ModelCompiler is an OPC 

Foundation standard tool publicly available on Github. 

 

 

Figure 32.  From domain design to OPC UA context for industrial equipment. 

A free version of UaExpert from Unified Automation 13 was used as the OPC UA Client 

testing tool to check the constructed Address Space of the HydrogenMachineServer. 

Figure 33 shows the extent of the OPC UA address space built for the key objects of the 

simulated Equipment for monitoring and control application.  

The OPC UA standard does not define how to manage an address space. It will be either 

the SDK or Vendor specific functionality. As was initially the intention in this thesis, the 

most generic approaches and techniques are desired. HydrogenMachineNodeManager 

is a class of C# code that populates the nodes based on types and instances and dy-

namically update them in time. 

The HydrogenMachineNodeManager class (in short: NodeManager) of the Hy-

drogenMachineServer is an abstract class of OPC UA responsible for creating the ad-

dress space. The address space can also be created via code by declaration of the 

types. In NodeManager, two different namespaces are created, one for the type models 

and one for the dynamically created nodes, as follows: 

namespaceUrls[0] = HydrogenMachine.Namespaces.Machine;  

namespaceUrls[1] = HydrogenMachine.Namespaces.Machine + "/Instance"; 

 

 
13 https://www.unified-automation.com/products/development-tools/uaexpert.html 
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Figure 33.  HydrogenMachineServer Address Space in UaExpert. 

The main Equipment (HydrogenMachine#1) is an instantiation of the HydrogenMachine-

Type consists of the two Equipment’s modules.  

4.2.2 Equipment server Simulation 

Once the Address Space has been populated in the NodeManager and the instance of 

the HydrogenMachine is created, it is a good practice of UA related development to start 

creating the background control logic simulation within the NodeManager.  

The HydrogenMachineServer component was built as a .NET Framework Windows ap-

plication written in C# programming language using Visual Studio 2019 to simulate the 

industrial Equipment. The application includes a visualization of the Equipment states 
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and modes of operation using Windows Forms. Windows Forms14 is a UI framework for 

building Windows desktop apps based on the visual designer provided in Visual Studio 

including drag-and-drop functionality for placement of visual controls. Windows Forms 

apps can access the local hardware and file system of the computer where the app is 

running. The simulation function was created in the HydrogenMachineServer component 

C# solution as a timer-based function which can update the OPC UA server address 

space in an arbitrary time interval such as 1000 ms. The Windows Form application rep-

resents a local HMI for interactive communication with the simulated machine. 

Figure 34 shows the form that was created based on .NET Framework Windows Form. 

 

 

Figure 34.  Server form – designed view, simulating the on-premises Equipment.  

This server functionality receives the generated address space and NodeSet files that 

were generated by the UA-Compiler tool. The application functionality is extended by 

importing the C# Nuget packages including the standard UA server functionality. 

The configurations of OPC UA server for security certificate and other aspects of the UA 

server application was implemented by HydrogenMachineServer.Config.xml containing 

the application instance certificate, trust list, time out etc. which allows to be manipulated 

as required.  

Upon pressing the ‘Start Process’ button, a Switch statement in the C# code will run that 

and simulation starts by ramping up the Electrolyzer block Temperature from a minimum 

 
14 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/desktop/winforms/overview/?view=netdesktop-5.0 
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value towards 800. There are steps when Temperature reaches certain value of 300, 

then the mode changes to ‘Heating Up’ and further continues to ‘Ready to Transfer’ at 

the constant temperature of 800. During this ramp up, the Hydrogen Processing module 

is only ready but is isolated and not in receiving mode. By command from the user to 

‘Transfer Hydrogen’, the new mode is set, and the valves status will follow the mode until 

the Hydrogen quality value reaches to 600 when the user can send the ‘Inject Hydrogen’ 

command. If user does not send the commands as explained, the HydrogenMachine 

maintains the current mode.  

The commands are the events from the user that will publish a certain message topic to 

the Gateway to be decoded and processed for the respective action on the server based 

on the defined modes of operation and the desired variable values and valve status in 

each mode.  

In the real-world case, this information must be available to the application through some 

real-world sensors or logic. The HydrogenMachine in the real world must be started 

before taking any action on the embedded OPC UA server.  

Binding the OPC UA server objects to the physical components such as subject Equip-

ment PLC is out of the scope of this thesis. The possibilities for such interfaces are 

Fieldbuses like Modbus or other platforms that can support the conversion of the field 

communication to OPC UA. In this thesis, one valid assumption is that the equipment is 

shipped with a Micro embedded device profile OPC UA-enabled PLC, hence as a mini-

mum functionality, publishing the chosen global variables of the PLC logics to embedded 

OPC UA server is possible.  

4.3 Gateway Implementation 

The Gateway application framework is based on Microsoft.NETCore.App that imple-

ments the packages for OPC UA client, HiveMQ client and includes the C# code parts 

to process, build and publish the machineData to the cloud hosted public MQTT Broker 

(HiveMQ broker).   

The OPC UA Client instance connects to the server endpoint and creates a session at: 

"opc.tcp://localhost:26543/HydrogenMachineServer". Once connected, the reading 

from nodes of address space starts. 

The information layer must convert the complex data structure of OPC UA into a format 

with attributes that contribute to the remote M&C application. A JSON object contains 

attributes that are only understandable for the business layer. To retrieve those attributes 

and bind them with the values from the Equipment, a data pre-processing is inevitable.  
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As an example, to realize the ElectrolyzerTemperature attribute that is a high-level at-

tribute for the business layer machineData, the Gateway must first access the electro-

lyzerBlockTemperatureTransmitterOutputValue node in the address space and then 

store the value of variable using DataValue class form OPC UA standard along with 

status code and server time stamp. Further, the value of variable (Variant) is extracted 

and stored for machineData. The extracted value is converted to a data type (Double for 

analogue signal and Boolean for valve binary status) in .NET Core via C# codes. The list 

of nodes that are used to construct the machineData in the Gateway will be produced in 

the same way and is aggregated as a C# object. The next step is to serialize the C# 

object into JSON format that can be published as Telemetry data (machineData) as-

signed with a random generated telemetry id between 1 and 10 million. 

The machineData generation and serialization to JSON is shown in the Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35. Gateway, machineData generation and publishing. 

The Gateway subscription to the HiveMQ broker and listening to the received messages 

from the broker is other parts of the Gateway C# code. Figure 36 includes a code snippet 

where the MQTT client instance is interested in the message topic "/hydrogenma-

chine/commands" with the guaranty of delivery as QoS = 2.   

var machineData = new { 

id = DateTime.Now.ToString("yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fffffffZ"), 

MachineId = telemetryid, 

MachineName = "Demo Machine", 

ElectrolyzerTemperature = Convert.ToDouble(block_temp), 

ElectrolyzerSteamflowRate = Convert.ToDouble(block_steam_flow), 

ElectrolyzerBlockVentValve = Convert.ToInt32(block_vent_valve), 

ElectrolyzerBlockDischargeValve= onvert.ToInt32(block_discharge_valve), 

ElectrolyzerBlockStatus = Convert.ToString(block_status), 

ProcessingUnitH2ProductionRate = Convert.ToDouble(unit_h2Rate), 

ProcessingUnitH2Quality = Convert.ToDouble(unit_h2Quality), 

ProcessingUnitVentValve = Convert.ToInt32(unit_vent_valve), 

ProcessingUnitInjectorValve = Convert.ToInt32(unit_injector_valve), 

ProcessingUnitStatus = Convert.ToString(unit_status), 

LogDateTime = DateTime.Now.ToString("yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ss.fffffffZ") 

}; 

 

string json = JsonConvert.SerializeObject(machineData); 

 

  // publish a message on ("/hydrogenmachine/telemetry" topic with QoS 2 

client.Publish("/hydrogenmachine/telemetry",Encoding.UTF8.Get   

Bytes(json), MqttMsgBase.QOS_LEVEL_EXACTLY_ONCE, false); 

  Task.Delay(5000).Wait(); 
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 // create client instance 

 public static MqttClient client = new MqttClient("broker.hivemq.com"); 

 static void Main(string[] args) 

 { 

 // register to message received 

 client.MqttMsgPublishReceived += client_MqttMsgPublishReceived; 

 string clientId = Guid.NewGuid().ToString(); 

 client.Connect(clientId); 

 // subscribe to the topic "/hydrogenmachine/commands" with QoS 2 

 client.Subscribe(new string[] { "/hydrogenmachine/commands" }, 

 new byte[] { MqttMsgBase.QOS_LEVEL_EXACTLY_ONCE }); 
 

 while (true) 

 { 

 StartGateway(); 

 } 

 } 

Figure 36.  Gateway subscription to HiveMQ Broker. 

The Quality of Service (QoS) indicates how guaranteed is the message delivery between 

the client and the broker. A simple representation of QoS level 2 is given in the Figure 

37. This level of service implies that each message is received only once by the intended 

recipients.   

 

Figure 37.  Description of QoS level 2. [26] 

The Gateway must handle the received message by decoding to a command to be writ-

ten to the server nodes. This part of implementation is shown in Figure 38. The received 

message (command) in string format will appear on the console output of the Gateway 

application. 
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The Gateway decodes the received command as a string value and writes that to the 

certain node which represent the main status of the Equipment that is of interest for the 

high-level monitoring i.e., ElectrolyzerBlockStatusOutput. This node was based on a type 

in the ModelDesign.xml as to support events (SupportsEvents="true"). The writing is un-

dertaken via a user defined C# method ‘public static void WriteToServer(string value)’ 

which calls a two-step writing process from OPC UA service. First, WriteValue( ) is in-

voked to make a WriteValue object collecting the value, status code and time stamp of 

the server and source. Then WriteValueCollection( ) is invoked  to collectively write the 

values to the respective node.  

 

 
static void client_MqttMsgPublishReceived(object sender, MqttMsgPubli-

shEventArgs e) 

 { 

 string asciiString = Encoding.ASCII.GetString(e.Message, 0, e.Mes-

sage.Length); 

 Console.WriteLine(asciiString); 

 if(asciiString == "Reset") 

 { 

 ResetProcess(); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

 WriteToServer(asciiString); 

 
} 

 
} 

Figure 38.  Gateway handling the received message (command). 

Upon changing the string value of the node, the control logic of the simulated server 

receives the new string and runs the process with the predefined values and status. In 

this case, ‘Transfer Hydrogen’ and ‘Inject Hydrogen’ are the two commands that are im-

plemented as described. 
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4.4 Telemetry WebJobs Implementation 

Telemetry WebJobs is built as a .NET Core 3.1 application framework using a few pack-

ages to realize interfaces with other components. To subscribe to HiveMQ MQTT broker, 

the M2MqttDotnetCore package is used. Subscription allows the WebJobs to receive the 

machineData payload to store in the MongoDB storage service. Using a client instance 

for MQTT is the same way as described for the Gateway implementation.  

Furthermore, the WebJobs provides a base class implementing an interface to the Mon-

goDB service by instantiating a MongoDB client to allow storing data in the cloud storage 

service. To this end, the .NET Core package MongoDB.Driver is used. Initiation of the 

new instance of MongoClient class requires the connection string data from the Mon-

goDB cloud provider which is defined as: 

private static MongoClient dbClient = new MongoClient("connection string"); 

 

Subscribe to the Telemetry data 

Subscription is performed to the Telemetry data as shown in the Figure 39.  

 
// create client instance 

 public static MqttClient client = new MqttClient("broker.hivemq.com"); 

 static void Main(string[] args) 

 { 

 // register to message received 

 client.MqttMsgPublishReceived += client_MqttMsgPublishReceived; 

 string clientId = Guid.NewGuid().ToString(); 

 client.Connect(clientId); 

  

 // subscribe to the topic "/hydrogenmachine/telemetry" with QoS 2 

 client.Subscribe(new string[] { "/hydrogenmachine/telemetry" }, 

 
new byte[] { MqttMsgBase.QOS_LEVEL_EXACTLY_ONCE }); 

  
while (true); 

 
} 

Figure 39.  WebJobs subscription to Telemetry data. 
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Handling the Received Telemery data and Storing in MongoDB 

The Telemetry WebJobs is triggered every time a Telemetry data is received. It stores 

the Telemetry data in MongoDB frequently. It also executes a notification to the user in 

case a deviation in a certain variable occurs. To handle the incoming message, an event 

handler is needed to access the data bytes through the message property. The JSON in 

a byte array named e.Message must be converted to a C# object, hence a deserialization 

is done. To this end, a desired machineObject is constructed and stored in MongoDB. 

The relevant actions are shown in the Figure 40. 

 public static void client_MqttMsgPublishReceived(object sender, MqttMs-
gPublishEventArgs e) 

 { 

 try 

 { 

 MachineObject machineObject = new MachineObject(); 

 var readOnlySpan = new ReadOnlySpan<byte>(e.Message); 

 machineObject = JsonSerializer.Deserialize<MachineObject>(readOnly-
Span); 

 if (machineObject.MachineName != null) 

 { 

 if (machineObject.ElectrolyzerTemperature > 800)  

 { 

 SendEmail("The electrolyzer temperature is too high at :", ma-
chineObject.ElectrolyzerTemperature); 

 } 

 StoreMongoTelemetry(machineObject); 

 } 

 } 

 catch 

 { 

 } 

 } 

Figure 40.  TelemetryWebJobs Message handling and notification 

The received telemetry data is stored in the MongoDB in BSON format as shown in the 

Figure 41.  
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public static void StoreMongoTelemetry(MachineObject telemetry_object) 

 
{ 

 
try 

 
{ 

 
var obj = telemetry_object.ToBsonDocument(); 

 
var database = dbClient.GetDatabase("MachineDb"); 

 
var collection = database.GetCollection<BsonDocument>("Teleme-
try"); 

 
collection.InsertOneAsync(obj).GetAwaiter().GetResult(); 

 
} 

 
catch(Exception ex) 

 
{ 

 
ex.ToString(); 

 
} 

 
} 

 
Figure 41.  WebJobs storing Telmetry data in MongoDB. 

A snippet of the MongoDB Atlas portal showing the Collections “MachineDb” database 

containing the Telemetry namespace is presented in Figure 42. 

 

 

Figure 42.  A view of the MongoDB Atlas cloud storage account. 
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4.5 WebAPI and Web UI Implementation 

As a cloud hosted component, WebAPI is a web server as the main interface with the 

user (business) layer to render the industrial data that was stored in the cloud MongoDB 

database. The database interface is built identical to Telemetry WebJobs component 

based on the MongoDB Driver, connection string from the cloud account and instantiat-

ing the client in the code.   

Since WebAPI is a publisher of the commands to the MQTT broker, the HiveMQ client 

instance is also built as identical to Gateway and Telemetry WebJobs. The only differ-

ence with Gateway and WebJobs is that WebAPI as a .NET Framework application, uses 

MQTTnet Nuget package for C# to implement this functionality.  

MVC pattern implementation 

To separate the concerns for designing the functionality of WebAPI, an implementation 

based on ASP.NET MVC was considered. The Web application based on ASP.NET 

MVC includes dynamic content loading for the Web UI.  

The View layer will load dynamic HTML data in web page with asynchronous mode, 

using jQuery Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) which is a concept of program-

ming that combines different technologies such as the JavaScript and XML. The main 

advantage of Ajax is ensuring that the page data can be updated without reloading. It 

also enhances the reactive behavior of the web page. Figure 43 illustrates the Ajax web 

application model. The website development included HTML5, and CSS with Bootstrap 

framework. 

 

Figure 43.  Ajax web application model [63]. 
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Concerning MVC pattern of WebAPI, the Model layer is represented as HydrogenMa-

chine C# class that enables auto-implemented properties15 (using get-set property ac-

cessors) for its instances (machine_data objects). The properties are the information of 

interest from the Equipment, discussed in chapter 3, that arrived at the MongoDB cloud 

database. MongoDB stores data records as BSON documents which are gathered 

in Collections. A database stores one or more collections of BSON documents. 

Each time the web page is visited and remains running, the controller implements a 

method that accesses the BsonDocuments in a collection as “Telemetry” within the es-

tablished database “MachineDb. A conversion from BSON documents is undertaken and 

the result is returned as a list of machine_data objects. Figure 44 explains the ReadMon-

goDb() function.  

 

Figure 44.  Controller; reading data from MongoDB. 

 

Access to the Hydrogen Machine page 

There is one URL considered for the web page that renders the data for M&C. Once the 

page https://myopcuaproject.azurewebsites.net is visited, the WebAPI receives a REST 

GET request at the /api/Telemetry endpoint. This action will already load the latest stored 

data from the cloud database. The user will check the situation and may decide to send 

commands. To detect the commands, there is an ‘Id’ value defined to be used with GET() 

 
15 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/programming-guide/classes-and-structs/pro-
perties 

private void ReadMongoDb() 
{ 

var database = dbClient.GetDatabase("MachineDb"); 
var collection = database.GetCollection<BsonDocument>("Telemetry"); 
var documents = collection.Find(new BsonDocu-
ment()).Limit(100).Sort(new  BsonDocument("LogDateTime", -
1)).ToList(); 

    foreach (BsonDocument doc in documents) 
      { 
        try 
          { 
            var myObj = BsonSerializer.Deserialize<HydrogenMachine>(doc); 
            machine_data.Add(myObj); 
          } 
        catch(Exception ex) 
          { 
            ex.ToString(); 
          } 
     } 
} 

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/core/document/#std-label-bson-document-format
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/glossary/#std-term-collection
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/glossary/#std-term-database
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method to differentiate between the commands. The GET requests and the correspond-

ing actions in Controller are defined in the Table 8.  

Upon clicking on any command button, a JavaScript function is called, and Ajax delivers 

the HTML and CSS data updates to the page at https://myopcuaproject.azureweb-

sites.net/Home/Index. 

Table 8.  List of Commands handling implemented in WebAPI Controller. 

Action on Web browser API call 
method 

 

URL JavaScript  

Function 

visit page URL GET  /api/Telemetry drawChart() 

onclick="resetProcess()" GET /api/Telemetry/1 resetProcess() 

onclick="transferHydrogen()" GET /api/Telemetry/2 transferHydro-
gen() 

onclick="injectHydrogen()" GET /api/Telemetry/3 injectHydro-
gen() 

for the visualized data updates and Upon visiting the page, a JavaScript function is 

called, and Google Charts are loaded and drawn based on the data retrieved from Mon-

goDB by Controller. Each chart receives its data from chartData object implementing the 

google.visualization.DataTable() method. Hence, the View layer of the application is dy-

namically updated. The View layer consists of the layout and Index provided as a C# 

HTML files which contain codes in the page to be executed using Razor as ASP.NET 

view engine.   

The operation of the API calls are shown in the Figure 45, whereby Monitoring is contin-

uously enabled through delivering updated data from MongoDB to the Web UI while 

Control (Command) is built as string type messages representing the target action at the 

HydrogenMachine and published via MQTT client functionality to the MQTT broker 

(HiveMQ).   
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Figure 45.  Controller actions upon API call. 

The commands are string type messages to be sent when SendCommand() function is 

called that uses two string arguments as my_topic and my_payload. The subscriber 

(Gateway component) is interested in the defined topic and any message that is received 

under this topic will be received to extract the payload, hence decoding the command to 

actionable values for the HydregenMachineServer. The command construction by 

WebAPI Controller is depicted in Figure 46. 

 

Figure 46.  Sending command from WebAPI Controller. 

 

 

// GET: api/Telemetry 
public async Task<IEnumerable<HydrogenMachine>> Get() 
{ 

ReadMongoDb(); 
machine_data.Reverse(); 
return machine_data; 

} 
// GET: api/Telemetry/1, api/Telemetry/2, api/Telemetry/3 
public bool Get(int id) { 

if (id == 1) { 
SendCommand("/hydrogenmachine/commands", "Reset");} 
else if (id == 2) { 
SendCommand("/hydrogenmachine/commands", "Transfer");} 
Else { 
SendCommand("/hydrogenmachine/commands", "Inject");} 
return true;} 

private async void SendCommand(string my_topic, string my_payload){ 
            // Create a new MQTT client. 
            var factory = new MqttFactory(); 
            var mqttClient = factory.CreateMqttClient(); 
 
            var options = new MqttClientOptionsBuilder() 
            .WithTcpServer("broker.hivemq.com", 1883) 
            .Build(); 
 
            System.Threading.CancellationToken cancellationToken; 
            await mqttClient.ConnectAsync(options, cancellationToken); 
 
            var message = new MqttApplicationMessageBuilder() 
            .WithTopic(my_topic) 
            .WithPayload(my_payload.ToString()) 
            .WithExactlyOnceQoS() 
            .WithRetainFlag() 
            .Build(); 
 
            await mqttClient.PublishAsync(message, cancellationToken);}     
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4.6 Executing the Integration System 

Upon implementation of all the layers of integration and creating the concrete compo-

nents, the flow of Telemetry data from HydrogenMachine to the cloud platform and re-

ceiving the remote commands from cloud platform to the HydrogenMachine has been 

possible.  

The Equipment OPC UA server is first started. The implemented Equipment scenario is 

visualized on the server form application presenting the variables changing and the 

modes of operation that are following the variables. The results are shown in the section 

4.7. 

The Gateway is started after server, resulting in an established connection, and a ses-

sion created. The Gateway starts reading the address space nodes which are dynami-

cally updated through the control and integration logics of the HydrogenMachineServer.  

Since the Gateway, Telemetry WebJobs and WebAPI have implemented the HiveMQ 

client package, they first connect to HiveMQ and receive acknowledge upon startup 

which enables them to contribute to Pub/Sub communication through the HiveMQ.  

As shown in the Figure 47, as soon as the Gateway has connected with the MQTT bro-

ker, it is able to show the last command string like “Inject” that was send by the user at 

the last round of using the service. The session with OPC UA server is established as 

the next action. The Gateway shows next few commands received in a long enough time 

slot that the system was under test. The monitoring results during the test runs are shown 

in the section 4.7. 

 

Figure 47.  The Gateway console showing established connection and received 

commands. 

WebAPI is the publisher component in this scenario as it only uses Pub/Sub for sending 

command topic with payloads to the Gateway. Telemetry WebJobs is only subscriber to 
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the Telemetry data from Gateway, and Gateway is both as publisher and subscriber to 

perform the Edge role in the integration system. 

It was possible to observe the message topics and payloads using the MQTT.fx tool 

which is a Windows application that enables to subscribe to the same topics that have 

been published by the Pub/Sub clients. In the tool setting, the broker address is given 

(broker.hivemq.com) with the broker port as 1883 and request to connect. Upon connec-

tion, it is possible to subscribe to the /hydrogenmachine/telemetry topic published by the 

Gateway. The result is shown in the  Figure 48. 

 

Figure 48.  Observing the Telemetry topics published by Gateway. 

The summary of the integrated system execution sequence diagrams is provided in Fig-

ure 49 for the backend and in Figure 50 for the frontend system in a component level 

view. Subscribing and registering several MQTT clients to the MQTT broker as was 

shown in the Figure 31 are discarded here for simplicity.   
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Figure 49.  Integration system- backend execution sequence diagram. 

The backend system pushes the OPC UA server address space data to the broker con-

tinuously when the simulated logics update the Equipment data. The designed ma-

chineData comprises the list of interested variables that build the EaaS scenario for the 

business layer. Interaction from user for submitting a command makes the loop complete 

and rendering data to the UI continues.  

The integration architecture (Figure 30) along with the backend and frontend diagrams 

imply that an IIoT based architecture can extend the existing M2M architecture of OPC 

UA based on the proper design and implementation of the interoperable components. In 

particular, the Equipment services are interoperable remotely via cloud-based applica-

tions, thereby a digital interface from cloud to the Equipment shop floor has been estab-

lished. 
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Figure 50. Integration system- frontend execution sequence diagram. 

4.7 Results 

The cloud hosted web page was accessed via https://myopcuaproject.azurewebsites.net 

and the web UI was loaded with immediate representation of the latest Equipment data. 

A view of the web page is shown in Figure 51 where the latest status is present as the 

HydrogenMachine has reached to a steady state condition. The Electrolyzer module was 

transferring the hydrogen and the Processing module was receiving, qualifying, and in-

jecting to the existing plant. This information situation may also be due to an old situation 

that was left from the last campaign of operation and is still visible while the Equipment 

is not working. To recognize the actual situation, the Gateway console (shown in the 

Figure 47) can help displaying the latest command had been ‘Inject’ before the OPC UA 

connection is built for the new campaign. 
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Figure 51.  View of the Web UI, steady state after the ‘Inject Hydrogen’ command. 

The results are further presented in the following figures randomly from different runs of 

operation in different occasions, so that a ServerForm view corresponds to its web page 

view on the same occasion. According to the Figure 52, the HydrogenMachineServer 

started by a ‘Reset Process’ command, reached to the third state as ‘Reset Complete’ 

and is ‘Ready to Transfer’, meaning the next command will be ‘Transfer Hydrogen’. The 

numbering 1, 2, 3 is for guideline only, referenced to the Figure 21 when the Equipment 

control logic was designed, and indicating the progress of the logic and the state number 

at which the HydrogenMachine is running. As an additional information, the ServerForm 

application reveals that there were two former runs of the Equipment completed before 
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the current ‘Reset Complete’. This situation is observed by looking at the blue line vari-

able (ElectrolyzerTemperature) that has dropped in the third run and risen again to 800 

degree as a ramp up trend over a short period.  

 

 

Figure 52.  HydrogenMachineServer: ’Reset Process’ pressed, Temperature 
reached to production, and ready for ’Transfer Hydrogen’. 

Figure 52 also depicts that since the HydrogenMachine is waiting for ‘Transfer Hydrogen’ 

command, the Electrolyzer vent valve is open while transferring valve is still closed. 

Therefore, there is no Hydrogen gas in the Processing module and the charts are con-

firming this situation. When the operation proceeds further and user sends the ‘Transfer 

Hydrogen’ command, the Electrolyzer module opens the transfer valve and Processing 
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module receives hydrogen and vent it until a certain gas quality is reached. This stage is 

visible from Figure 53. 

 

 

Figure 53.  HydrogenMachineServer: ’Transfer Hydrogen’ pressed, Hydrogen 
Quality reached to 600, and ready for ’Injection’. 

 

Only upon reaching the hydrogen quality of 600, the user may request to inject hydrogen 

to the existing plant by pressing ‘Inject Hydrogen’. Figure 54 illustrate this situation when 

the vent valve of Processing unit is closed while the injector valve is open.  
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Figure 54.  HydrogenMachineServer: ’Inject Hydrogen’ pressed, and Injection 
started. 

 

In a longer operational run, after the injection, as demonstrated in Figure 55, the system 

reaches to steady state and will operate until the next time that user requests ‘Reset 

Process’ or an Emergency Shutdown situation occurs.   
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Figure 55.  HydrogenMachineServer: Injection ongoing, long time passed. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 M&C solution for EaaS 

In this thesis, an infrastructure was demonstrated for Remote Monitoring and Control 

(M&C) pertaining to an Equipment as a Service (EaaS) scenario for a Green Hydrogen 

Production unit. The proposed integration approach provided an end-to-end digital inter-

face from cloud to the Equipment, and the results of the remote user interaction through 

the cloud were corresponding the context implemented for the Equipment.  

The total solution leverages the key characteristics of the Industrial IoT-based connec-

tivity and integration approach and is ascribed with a three-tier building block system as: 

Hardware-Connectivity-Application which was depicted in Figure 19. Each tier imple-

ments software components to contribute to the flow of Telemetry Data from Equipment 

to the cloud and Commands from cloud to the Equipment.  

In the rest of this section, a recap of the research questions and the answers are pre-

sented as conclusions:  

RQ1: How to contextualize the industrial equipment with OPC UA framework to provide 

an abstraction for EaaS? 

Driven by the idea of end-to end engineering for a digital interface, and the ground-up 

approach for integration solution, the task utilized specifications and tool chain of OPC 

UA framework from OPC UA Foundation. The engineering for EaaS scenario was held 

from OT perspective with minimum awareness of the OPC UA specifications using avail-

able UA model compiler. The Equipment physical entities were abstracted based on in-

stantiation of generic and concrete types defined via OPC UA information modelling 

rules. The Equipment control logic was formulated based on the desired Equipment op-

eration in the domain and interfaced to the integration logic of the Equipment server, 

hence a simulated Equipment server was created including a local visualization window 

that corresponded to the different operational commands as expected. The created 

Equipment server was a typical digital version of the Equipment services in the EaaS 

plan which allows the Equipment OEM to scale up the concept for different instantiation 

of the same Equipment or other types of the Equipment in the same hydrogen business 

context.  
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RQ2: How OPC UA capable equipment with complex data structure can interoperate 

with the cloud-based applications and services? 

A consistent M2M client-server communication pattern was implemented between the 

OPC UA enabled Equipment and the OPC UA client embedded in the Gateway compo-

nent. The Gateway undertook the data acquisition from the simulated Equipment and 

delivered the commands back to it via invocation of OPC UA abstract services such as 

read, Write or Call method.  

To interoperate with the cloud services, data serialization and transport protocol match-

ing was considered. The collected data from the Equipment OPC UA complex data struc-

ture was cleansed and transformed to the Equipment Telemetry data in JSON format 

and message payload that is strictly required for the M&C application for the EaaS sce-

nario. The transport protocol was also converted in the Gateway from opc.tcp to MQTT 

which enabled pushing the gathered data to the cloud for storage and ingestion of the 

cloud application. Moreover, the Gateway was built with the functionality to decode the 

remote commands from the cloud and apply it to the simulated Equipment OPC UA 

server.  

OPC UA Pub/Sub specification (part 14) was not considered as an approach although it 

would provide a direct Publish/Subscribe communication and MQTT protocol binding 

from the stack. Nevertheless, since OPC UA-aware component required additional pro-

visions and heavier implementation in the cloud such as mandatory implementation of 

the UA stack, this option was not of interest.  

RQ3: How Data-driven, and Event-driven integration can be achieved for end-to-end in-

terface solution? 

The IIoT based connectivity with the Equipment was established at the level below the 

plant SCADA system where latest values of Telemetry or subscribing to some pattern of 

events or alarms were needed for the cloud application. Moreover, the remote com-

mands from the cloud application were applied in the same level to the Equipment server 

via the Gateway.  

Data-driven integration was achieved as dynamic data change of the OPC UA enabled 

Equipment was detected, stored, and followed by the cloud application and visualized 

on the web UI. Therefore, the two ends of the total solution worked Data-driven.  

On the other hand, Event-driven integration was achieved by implementing Publish/Sub-

scribe communication pattern between the Gateway and the cloud platform having the 

Message Oriented Middleware (Message Broker) in between. The event-based mes-
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sages were actively submitted from Gateway upon change in data or state of the Equip-

ment server while the subscriber application in the cloud received the message pas-

sively. Furthermore, the Gateway subscribed the event-based messages regarding the 

commands from the cloud publisher application and updated the Equipment server enti-

ties values. Hence, the integration between the two ends of the solution worked Event-

driven.  

RQ4: What are the building blocks and concrete technologies of the Monitoring and Con-

trol solution?  

An EaaS scenario considers a coordinating level M&C, hence Data-driven and Event-

driven integration solutions for not real-time scenario was established. The main building 

blocks of the solution are three supportive technologies of Industry 4.0 as Simulation, 

IIoT and Cloud Computing which are corresponding to the three-tier approach as Hard-

ware, Connectivity and Application.    

The cloud computing part of the solution consisted of three compartments from different 

cloud providers to avoid vendor lock-in and to achieve the most distributed form of archi-

tecture. The Message Broker was selected as a cloud service from an independent pro-

vider (HiveMQ) which routed the Equipment Telemetry events to the Azure cloud plat-

form and the commands from Azure platform back to the Gateway.  

The Azure cloud hosted two separate components for handling he Telemetry data and 

Commands. The Telemetry WebJobs was a subscriber to the HiveMQ broker which 

stores the subscribed Telemetry data to yet another independent cloud-based service 

for storage, MongoDB Atlas, upon triggering. On the other hand, WebAPI component 

acted as a mediator for retrieving data from MongoDB cloud service and serving to the 

Application tier business layer visualization. The WebAPI also published the user com-

mands to the message broker which was routed to the Gateway for further decoding and 

applying to the Equipment server.   

The Application tier visualization was designed based on Business layer requirements 

for the styles and scope that the EaaS data should be presented, using MVC pattern 

web user interface development. The chart-based visualization was realized using 

Google charts for the analogue variables as well as valves status provided a basis for 

further investigation of produced hydrogen during different periods that each module 

worked and so forth. The actual investigations or analytics however were not applied in 

the EaaS use case, but development is possible as future work.  

The solution supports one-to-many communication for monitoring purpose. However, 

authorization for the remote commands must be formulated as future work.  
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5.2 Implementation Empirical observation 

Due to the use of highly distributed applications and components, several challenges 

were coped with to achieve the desired integration through practical interoperability be-

tween all the components. Table 9 summarizes the most highlighted challenges listed 

during the thesis empirical work including alternative solutions adopted in the overall 

system integration implementation.  

Table 9.  Empirical observation and adopted solutions. 

In addition to the Table 9 summary, it must be noted that OPC UA is complex, heavy-

weight and may not often be easy to integrate, especially in brownfield environments 

Initial Efforts Challenges Alternative 
Efforts 

Remark 

Web Application ap-
proach for OPC UA 

Client-Server 
1-1 communication hur-
dles, building OPC UA 
aware components 

IIoT approach for 
OPC UA 

Fully decoupled, 
highly distributed 
IIoT solution, more 
fit for EaaS pur-
poses 

Using Serverless 
framework Azure 
Function for Event- 
driven cloud applica-
tion 

Several issues with 
MQTT because MQTT 
is over TCP, thus 
needs a minimum con-
tinuous connection; did 
not match serverless 
function as awaken-
asleep nature 

Azure WebJobs. 
Same deployment 
but always awaken; 
managed under the 
Azure cloud App 
Service plan 

A running function 
was eventually 
needed than trigger-
ing function. The 
Event-driven func-
tion is met anyway. 

Using Azure IoT 
Hub 

The integrated MQTT 
stopped several times 

Using Public cloud 
based standalone 
MQTT from HiveMQ 

Worked well and 
provided high flexi-
bility and avoided 
vendor lock-in 

Using Azure  
CosmoDB 

Long delay in data 
transfer, can be related 
to the Azure cloud ac-
count type.  

Tried to keep an-
other NoSQL data-
base type. Mon-
goDB was used as a 
service in Atlas 

DBaaS worked well. 
Prevented vendor 
lock-in, with poten-
tial for future exten-
sion with multiple 
data structure. 

Having OPC UA 
aware application in 
the cloud 

Discovery, authentica-
tion, security etc.  

IIoT approach for 
PubSub communi-
cation which ena-
bles OPC UA ag-
nostic applications 
also communicate 

Fully decoupled, 
highly distributed 
IIoT solution, more 
fit for EaaS pur-
poses 

Many data are read 
from the machine 
server to the gate-
way 

To process, normalize 
and short list required 
data via codes in Gate-
way solution 

Could not figure out 
an alternative solu-
tion. A configurable 
application could be 
worked out to auto-
mate the process. 

The initial solution is 
still flexible for scal-
ing; any set of pay-
loads to cloud is 
possible to be orga-
nized. 
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where OT runs the busiest project environment. However, advances in the tool chain 

and utilizing and customizing companion specifications may reduce the efforts and result 

in more reusable solutions. 

5.3 Future work 

This thesis presented a Monitoring and Control solution for an EaaS scenario applied on 

Hydrogen Production unit. Equipment servitization required design and development of 

several interoperable software components. Towards contribution in Data-driven and 

Event-driven integration solutions for EaaS, there are various possibilities for future work. 

Towards the virtualization and simulation principles, the future work can leverage the 

applications of Asset Administration Shells and Digital Twin concepts for more complex 

EaaS scenarios with flexibility, modularity, and the plug-and-produce capability. 

From IIoT architecture point of view, the Gateway development can be enriched with 

Edge analytics solutions to handle many communication and information functions with 

several EaaS sites. Eventually a many-to-many IIoT solution for EaaS can be planned 

and executed. In this regard, future work should extend the design of the Data-driven 

and Event-driven pipelines based on cloud agnostic serverless components and micro-

service that can be deployed on the Edge or multi-cloud providers platform.   

Works based on OPC UA Pub/Sub specification 1.04 will be more popular so that a direct 

publishing mechanism of the complex data structure is possible including information 

and semantics based on flexible Pub/Sub communication pattern. In that direction, the 

Message Oriented Middleware is still a good approach with MQTT or AMQP protocols 

implementation. However, a parallel technology to OPC UA Pub/Sub would be Spark-

plug MQTT which implements interoperability between MQTT aware devices and appli-

cations as a lightweight transport protocol communication for IIoT. 

In a more global context, in the future when variety of Industry 4.0 applications required 

the Equipment specific data from various data sources with heterogeneous data formats, 

DataOps concept would be discussed applying the concept of Unified Namespace, 

providing industrial level intelligence for EaaS use cases.  
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